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Abstract
We construct embedded Willmore tori with small area constraint in Riemannian three-manifolds
under some curvature condition used to prevent Mo¨bius degeneration. The construction relies on a
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction; to this aim we establish new geometric expansions of exponentiated
small symmetric Clifford tori and analyze the sharp asymptotic behavior of degenerating tori under
the action of the Mo¨bius group. In this first work we prove two existence results by minimizing
or maximizing a suitable reduced functional, in particular we obtain embedded area-constrained
Willmore tori (or, equivalently, toroidal critical points of the Hawking mass under area-constraint)
in compact 3-manifolds with constant scalar curvature and in the double Schwarzschild space. In a
forthcoming paper new existence theorems will be achieved via Morse theory.
Key Words: Willmore functional, Willmore tori, Hawking mass, nonlinear fourth order partial
differential equations, Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction.
AMS subject classification:
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1 Introduction
This is the first of a series of two papers where the construction of embedded area-constrained Will-
more tori in Riemannian three-manifolds is performed under curvature conditions: here via minimiza-
tion/maximization, while in the second paper [13] via Morse theory.
Let us start by introducing the Willmore functional. Given an immersion i : Σ →֒ (M, g) of a
closed (compact, without boundary) two-dimensional surface Σ into a Riemannian 3-manifold (M, g),
the Willmore functional is defined by
(1) W (i) :=
∫
Σ
H2 dσ
where dσ is the area form induced by the immersion andH is the mean curvature (we adopt the convention
that H is the sum of the principal curvatures or, in other words, H is the trace of the second fundamental
form Aij with respect to the induced metric g¯ij : H := g¯
ijAij).
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An immersion i is called Willmore surface (or Willmore immersion) if it is a critical point of the
Willmore functional with respect to normal perturbations or, equivalently, if it satisfies the associated
Euler-Lagrange equation
(2) ∆g¯H +H |A˚|2 +HRic(n, n) = 0,
where ∆g¯ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to the induced metric g¯, (A˚)ij := Aij − 12Hg¯ij
is the trace-free second fundamental form, n is a normal unit vector to i, and Ric is the Ricci tensor of the
ambient manifold (M, g). Notice that (2) is a fourth-order nonlinear elliptic PDE in the immersion map i.
The Willmore functional was first introduced for immersions into the Euclidean space in 20’s and 30’s
by Blaschke and Thomsen, who were looking for a conformal invariant theory which included minimal
surfaces. Since minimal surfaces trivially satisfy (2) and - as they proved - W is invariant under Mo¨bius
transformations in the Euclidean space, they detected the class of Willmore surfaces as the natural
conformally invariant generalization of minimal surfaces and called them conformal minimal surfaces.
The topic was then rediscovered in the 60’s by Willmore [44], who proved that the global minimum
among all closed immersed surfaces was strictly achieved by round spheres and conjectured that the
genus one minimizer was the Clifford torus (and its images via Mo¨bius transformations). This long
standing conjecture has been recently proved by Marques-Neves [25] by min-max techniques (partial
results towards the Willmore conjecture were previously obtained by Li-Yau [23], Montiel-Ros [34], Ros
[38], Topping [40] and others, and that a crucial role in the proof of the conjecture is played by a result
of Urbano [41]). Let us also mention the fundamental works on the Willmore functional by Simon [39]
who proved the existence of a smooth genus one minimizer of W in Rm (later generalized to higher genus
by Bauer-Kuwert [5] who were inspired by a paper of Kusner [14]; an alternative proof of these results
has been recently given by Rivie`re [37] using the so called parametric approach), by Kuwert-Scha¨tzle [16]
and by Rivie`re [36].
Probably because of the richness of the symmetries preserving the class of Willmore surfaces and
because of the simplicity and the universality of its definition, the Willmore functional shows up in very
different fields of sciences and technology. It appears for instance in biology in the study of lipid bilayer
cell membranes under the name Helfrich energy, in general relativity as being the main term in the so
called Hawking Mass, in string theory in high energy physics concerning the definition of Polyakov’s
extrinsic action, in elasticity theory this as a free energy of the non-linear plate Birkhoff theory, in optics,
lens design, etc.
Let us stress that all the aforementioned results about Willmore surfaces concern immersions into
Euclidean space (or, equivalently by conformal invariance, for immersions into a round sphere); the liter-
ature about Willmore immersions into curved Riemannian manifolds, which has interest in applications
as it might model non-homogeneous environments, is much more recent: the first existence result was es-
tablished in [28] where the third author constructed embedded Willmore spheres in a perturbative setting
(see also [29], and the more recent work [10] in collaboration with Carlotto; related perturbative results
under area constraint have been obtained by Lamm-Metzger-Schulze [19], by Lamm-Metzger [17]-[18],
and by the third author in collaboration with Laurain [21]).
The global problem, i.e. the existence of smooth immersed spheres minimizing quadratic curvature
functionals in compact Riemannian three-manifolds, was then studied by the third author in collabora-
tion with Kuwert and Schygulla in [15] (see also [33] for the non compact case). In collaboration with
Rivie`re [31]-[32], the third author developed the necessary tools for the calculus of variations of the Will-
more functional in Riemannian manifolds and proved existence of area-constrained Willmore spheres in
homotopy classes (as well as the existence of Willmore spheres under various assumptions and constraints).
Since all the above existence results in Riemannian manifolds concern spherical surfaces, a natural
question is about the existence of higher genus Willmore surfaces in general curved spaces; in particular
we will focus here on the genus one case.
Let us mention that if the ambient space has some special symmetry then the Willmore equation
(2) simplifies and one can construct explicit examples (see for instance the paper of Wang [42] in case
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the ambient manifold is a product and the work of Barros-Ferra´ndez-Lucas-Merono [4] for the case of
warped product metrics); we also mention the work of Chen-Li [11] where the existence of stratified
weak branched immersions of arbitrary genus minimizing quadratic curvature functionals under various
constraints is investigated.
The goal of the present (and the subsequent [13]) work is to construct smooth embedded Willmore tori
with small area constraint in Riemannian three-manifolds, under some curvature condition but without
any symmetry assumption. Let us recall that area-constrained Willmore surfaces satisfy the equation
∆g¯H +H |A˚|2 +HRic(n, n) = λH,
for some λ ∈ R playing the role of Lagrange multiplier. These immersions are naturally linked to the
Hawking mass
mH(i) :=
√
Area(i)
64π3/2
(16π −W (i)) ,
since, clearly, the critical points of the Hawking mass under area constraint are exactly the area-
constrained Willmore immersions (see [7, 12, 19] and the references therein for more material about
the Hawking mass).
The main result of this paper is the following (recall that the area of the Clifford torus in the Euclidean
space is 4
√
2π2).
Theorem 1.1. Let (M, g) be a compact 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Denote by Ric and Sc the
Ricci and the scalar curvature of (M, g) respectively, and suppose either
(3) 3 sup
P∈M
(
ScP − inf|ν|g=1RicP (ν, ν)
)
> 2 sup
P∈M
ScP ,
or else
(4) 3 inf
P∈M
(
ScP − sup
|ν|g=1
RicP (ν, ν)
)
< 2 inf
P∈M
ScP .
Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) there exists a smooth embedded Willmore torus in
(M, g) with constrained area equal to 4
√
2π2ε2.
More precisely, these surfaces are obtained as normal graphs over exponentiated (Mo¨bius transforma-
tions of) Clifford tori and the corresponding graph functions, once dilated by a factor 1/ε, converge to 0
in C4,α-norm as ε→ 0 with decay rate O(ε2).
Remark 1.2. If both the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied then there exist at least two smooth embedded
Willmore tori in (M, g) with constrained area equal to 4
√
2π2ε2 (see Remark 5.1 for the proof).
The assumptions of Theorem 1.1 are rather mild and allow to include a large class of examples, as
explained in the next corollaries and remarks. See also Remark 4.4 for an interpretation of the quantities
in (3) and (4) in terms of sectional curvatures.
Corollary 1.3. Let (M, g) be a compact 3-dimensional manifold with constant scalar curvature. Then
there exists ε0 > 0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) there exist at least two smooth embedded Willmore tori
in (M, g) with constrained area equal to 4
√
2π2ε2.
Corollary 1.3 easily follows by Remark 1.2 once we observe that if Sc ≡ S ∈ R and if (M, g) does not
have constant sectional curvature, then Schur’s lemma implies the existence of P ∈ M at which (M, g)
is not isotropic. With the aid of the expressions in Remark 4.4, both the assumptions (3) and (4) are
satisfied. On the other hand, if (M, g) has constant sectional curvature K¯ ∈ R then it is conformally
equivalent to (a quotient) of the Euclidean space (indeed either it is a quotient of the three-sphere S3 or
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of the Hyperbolic three-space H3 both conformally equivalent to the Euclidean three-space). Now it is
well known that the functional
Wcnf (i) :=
∫
Σ
[H2 + 4K¯]dσ =W (i) + 4K¯ Area(i)
is conformally invariant (see for instance [43]). Of course the area-constrained critical points of W are
exactly the area-constrained critical points of Wcnf , but then by conformal invariance it follows that
Euclidean Clifford tori correspond to area-constrained Willmore tori in the space form.
Remark 1.4. The class of compact 3-manifolds with constant scalar curvature include many remarkable
examples of ambient spaces which play an important role in contemporary surface theory. Trivial cases
are compact quotients of space forms (notice that the same existence result applies to the standard non
compact space forms as explained below), but more generally any homogeneous three manifold has of
course constant scalar curvature. Examples of compact homogeneous spaces are S2 × S1, Berger spheres
and any compact quotient of a three-dimensional Lie Group. The study of special surfaces (minimal,
constant mean curvature, totally umbilic) in homogeneous spaces is a very active area of research: for
instance let us mention the recent monograph of Meeks-Perez [26], the recent paper on CMC spheres
in homogeneous three-spheres by Meeks-Mira-Perez-Ros [27] and the classification of totally umbilical
surfaces in homogeneous three-spaces by Manzano-Souam [24].
Let us stress that most of the results in this setting are for genus 0 surfaces and for second order
problems, so the originality of our result lies in both exploring higher genus surfaces and higher order
problems (recall that the Willmore equation is of fourth order, while minimal,CMC, and totally umbilical
surface equations are of second order).
Before passing to describe the organization of the paper let us mention that our techniques can be
adapted to handle also some non compact framework. Indeed, as (remarkable) example, we prove the
existence of toroidal area-constrained critical points of the Hawking mass in the Schwarzschild space.
Recall that the Schwarzschild metric of mass m > 0 is given by (R3 \ {0}, gSch) where gij(x) = (1 +
m
2r )
4δij , where of course r =
√
(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2. The metric is spherically symmetric, conformally
equivalent to the Euclidean one and asymptotically flat, it has zero scalar curvature, and the sphere at
{r = m/2} is totally geodesic. In fact, the Schwarzschild metric is symmetric under the mapping r 7→ m24r
and therefore it has two asymptotically flat ends.
In the next remark we recall what is known about minimal and CMC surfaces in Schwarzschild metric
(we thank Alessandro Carlotto for a discussion about this point).
Remark 1.5 (Minimal and CMC surfaces in Schwarzschild). • In the Schwarzschild space there are
no non-spherical closed minimal surfaces: indeed it is known that if a closed minimal surface Σ in
the Schwarzschild space is non-spherical then it must be totally geodesic and in particular totally
umbilic, but the fact of being totally umbilic is conformally invariant and therefore Σ is totally
umbilic also in the Euclidean space. But then Σ is a Euclidean round sphere which contradicts that
Σ was not spherical. More precisely, by a maximum principle argument using comparison with CMC
slices, it is possible to show that the only embedded closed minimal hypersurface in (R3 \ {0}, gSch)
is the horizon {r = m/2}, which in fact is totally geodesic.
• Regarding CMC surfaces in (R3 \ {0}, gSch), it was proved by Brendle [8] that the only embed-
ded closed CMC surfaces in the outer Schwarzschild (R3 \ Bm/2(0), gSch) are the spherical slices
{r = const} (let us mention that the results of Brendle include a larger class of warped products
metrics). The embeddedness assumption is crucial for this classification result, in view of possible
phenomena analogous to the Wente tori (which are immersed and CMC) in R3. It is also essential
that the closed surfaces do not intersect the horizon {r = m/2}. Indeed, solving the isoperimetric
problem in (R3 \ {0}, gSch) for small volumes, it is expected (by perturbative arguments a´ la Pacard-
Xu [35]) that the isoperimetric surfaces are spherical surfaces intersecting {r = m/2} (regarding the
isoperimetric problem in Schwarzschild see also the Ph.D. thesis of Bray [7] and the recent paper
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by Brendle-Eichmair [9]).
Summarizing, it is known that in (R3 \ {0}, gSch) there are no non-spherical embedded minimal surfaces
and it is expected there are no non-spherical embedded CMC surfaces.
In sharp contrast to the aforementioned situation, our next theorem asserts the existence of embedded
tori which are critical points of the Hawking mass under area constraint.
Theorem 1.6. Let (R3\{0}, gSch), with gij(x) = (1+m2r )4δij, be the Schwarzschild metric of mass m > 0.
Then there exists ε0 > 0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε0) there exist smooth embedded tori (infinitely-many,
by symmetry) in (R3 \{0}, gSch) which are critical points of the Hawking mass with constrained area equal
to 4
√
2π2ε2.
Remark 1.7. With analogous arguments to the proof of Theorem 1.6 one can actually prove existence
of smooth embedded tori which are critical points of the Hawking mass with small constrained area in
asymptotically locally Euclidean (ALE) scalar flat 3-manifolds (for more details see Remark 5.2). More
precisely, the following two conditions are sufficient for our arguments.
1) (M, g) is a complete non compact 3-manifold whose scalar curvature vanishes identically: Sc ≡ 0.
2) Fixed some base point x0 ∈M , there exists r > 0 with the following property: for every ǫ > 0 there
exists Rǫ > 0 such that for any x ∈ M \ BMRǫ(x0) there exists a diffeomorphism Ψ : BR
3
r (0) → BMr (x)
satisfying ‖δij − (Ψ∗g)ij‖C2(BR3r (0)) ≤ ǫ.
Notice that condition 1) is equivalent to the constrained Einstein equations in the vacuum case, and 2)
is a mild uniform control of the local geometry of M together with a mild asymptotic condition.
Now we pass to outline the structure of the paper and the main ideas of the construction: a Lyapunov-
Schmidt reduction. Roughly, such technique can be summarized as follows (for a systematic presentation
with examples see the monograph of Ambrosetti and the second author [3]; the original technique is due
to Lyapunov-Schmidt but the variational implementation we are going to describe is inspired by the work
of Ambrosetti-Badiale [1]-[2]): one is interested in finding critical points of a real valued functional Iε
from infinite dimensional space X , knowing that for ε > 0 small enough there exists a finite dimensional
manifold Zε ⊂ X made of almost critical points of Iε (in the sense that the differential I ′ε is small enough
on Zε in a suitable sense).
If one also knows that the second differential I ′′ε is non degenerate on Zε, or more precisely I
′′
ε restricted
to the orthogonal complement of the tangent space to Zε is non degenerate (here orthogonal complement
must be considered just formally as a motivation, but this is rigorous if X is a Hilbert space), then
one can solve an auxiliary equation (given by the projection of the equation I ′ε = 0 onto the orthogonal
complement of TZε) and reduce the problem of finding critical points of the functional Iε : X → R to
finding critical points of a suitable functional Φε : Zε → R; of course the advantage being the reduction
of the problem to studying a function of finitely many variables.
In our case the functional Iε is of course the Willmore energy W defined in (1) and X is the space of
smooth immersions (with area constraint ε) from the Clifford torus into the Riemannian manifold (M, g).
Observe that, by the conformal invariance of the Willmore functional in R3, the family of (images under
Mo¨bius transformations of) Clifford tori in R3 form a non compact critical manifold for the Euclidean
Willmore functional; moreover from the classical paper of Weiner [43] it is known that the second variation
of W is non degenerate on this critical manifold and by the recent gap-theorem proved by Nguyen and
the third author [30] this critical manifold is isolated in energy from the next Willmore torus. In Section
2 we describe in some detail the Mo¨bius maps which preserve the area of the Clifford torus, as well as
Weiner’s result.
Since at small scales a Riemannian metric approaches the Euclidean one, it is natural to expect that
the images of small Clifford tori via exponential map form a manifold of almost critical points of W in
the above sense. This will be proved, with quantitative estimates, in Section 3.1. After that, the finite-
dimensional reduction of the problem will be carried out: in Proposition 3.5 for every (exponentiated)
torus we will construct a perturbation which will solve our problem up to some further Lagrange multipli-
ers given by the Jacobi fields of translations, rotations and Mo¨bius inversions. The abstract construction
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in Section 3 is rather standard, nevertheless the main obstacle here is due to the fact that the action of
the Mo¨bius group on the Clifford torus is non-compact.
To overcome this issue we incorporate in the abstract construction the variational structure of the
problem. We will compare the Willmore energy of (exponentiated) symmetric VS degenerating tori.
These expansions are worked-out in Section 4 (see in particular Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.6
respectively), where the effect of curvature is taken into account. Degenerate small tori look like geodesic
spheres with small handles, so for these we check that the scalar curvature of M plays the main role in
the expansion (compare to the results in [17] and [28]). For symmetric tori instead we observe an effect
due to a combination of the scalar curvature and the sectional curvature of the plane of symmetry of the
torus (which can be expressed in terms of the Ricci tensor in the axial direction of the torus), see Remark
4.4. These expansions are probably the main contribution of the present work; we believe that they might
play a role in further developments of the topic, especially in ruling-out possible degeneracy phenomena
under global (non-perturbative) variational approaches to the problem, as it has already happened for
the case of Willmore spheres.
In Section 5.1 we will use the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 for ruling out Mo¨bius degeneration by direct
energy comparison, which would be more costly. We will consider a sequence of compact sets invading
the family of Mo¨bius inverted tori and we will show that the Willmore energy in the interior is strictly
lower (or higher) than the energy on their boundary. This will prove the existence of a critical point
despite the non-compactness of the problem. Finally, some examples to the applicability of Theorem 1.1
are provided.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section, we discuss the Mo¨bius inversions preserving the area of the Clifford Torus T. Moreover,
we collect some properties of the Willmore functional. Hereafter, we use the notations 〈·, ·〉 and g0(·, ·)
for the Euclidean metric.
2.1 Inverted tori with fixed area
This subsection is devoted to the analysis of the Mo¨bius inversions of T which preserve the area of the
torus. Through this paper, we parametrize the Clifford torus T by
T := {X(ϕ, θ) : ϕ, θ ∈ [0, 2π]}
where
(5) X(ϕ, θ) :=
(
(
√
2 + cosϕ) cos θ, (
√
2 + cosϕ) sin θ, sinϕ
)
.
By this parametrization, the area element dσT is given by
(6) dσT =
(√
2 + cosϕ
)
dϕdθ.
For x0 ∈ R3 and η > 0, the Mo¨bius inversion with respect to ∂Bη(x0) is defined by
(7) Φx0,η(x) :=
η2
|x− x0|2 (x− x0) + x0.
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For any smooth compact surface Σ ⊂ R3\{x0}, we set Σ := Φx0,η(Σ) and we denote the volume elements
of Σ and Σ by dσΣ and dσΣ respectively. By the conformality of Φx0,η it turns out that
(8) dσΣ =
η4
|x− x0|4 dσΣ.
We are interested in two opposite limit behaviours of the Mo¨bius inversions applied to T, namely for
large and small inversion radii. First of all, we observe the existence and basic properties of the Mo¨bius
inversions preserving the area of T.
Lemma 2.1. Let ex := (1, 0, 0). Then for any η > 0, there exists a unique ξη >
√
2 + 1 such that
|Φ−ξηex,η(T)|g0 = 4
√
2π2 = |T|g0
where |A|g0 denotes the area of a surface A in the Euclidean space. Moreover, the map η 7→ ξη is strictly
increasing in (
√
2 + 1,∞) and smooth. Finally, one observes that
lim
η→0
ξη =
√
2 + 1, lim
η→∞ ξη =∞.
Proof. First we notice that T ⊂ R3\{ξex} for each ξ >
√
2 + 1, so Φ−ξex,η(T) is well-defined for every
ξ >
√
2 + 1 and η > 0. Thus by (6) and (8), we observe
A(ξ, η) := |Φ−ξex,η(T)|g0 = η4
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
√
2 + cosϕ
|X(ϕ, θ) + ξex|4 dϕdθ.
Moreover, it is easily seen that
(9)
A ∈ C∞
((√
2 + 1,∞
)
× (0,∞)
)
,
∂A
∂η
(ξ, η) > 0 >
∂A
∂ξ
(ξ, η) for all (ξ, η) ∈
(√
2 + 1,∞
)
× (0,∞).
Thus from
lim
η→0
A(ξ, η) = 0, lim
η→∞
A(ξ, η) =∞,
we may find a unique ξη >
√
2 + 1 so that A(ξη , η) = 4
√
2π2. By the implicit function theorem, ξη is
smooth and strictly increasing from (9). Finally, it is obvious to see that
lim
η→0
ξη =
√
2 + 1, lim
η→∞
ξη =∞,
which completes the proof.
First we observe the behaviour of ξη and Φ−ξη ,η as η →∞.
Lemma 2.2. As η →∞, there holds
ξη
η
= 1 +O(η−2), Φ−ξηex,η(x)→ x− 2〈x, ex〉ex in C∞loc(R3).
Remark 2.3. The map x 7→ x − 2〈x, ex〉ex is the reflection with respect to the plane [x1 = 0] :=
{(0, x2, x3) : x2, x3 ∈ R}.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. First, we prove ξηη
−1 = 1 +O(η−2). Since ξη →∞ as η →∞, one has
|ξ−1η X + ex|4 = 1 + 4ξ−1η (
√
2 + cosϕ) cos θ +O(ξ−2η ).
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Thus by a Taylor expansion we obtain
4
√
2π2 =
η4
ξ4η
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
√
2 + cosϕ
|ξ−1η X + ex|4
dθdϕ
=
η4
ξ4η
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
(
√
2 + cosϕ)
{
1− 4ξ−1η (
√
2 + cosϕ) cos θ +O(ξ−2η )
}
dθdϕ.
Noting that ∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
(
√
2 + cosϕ)2 cos θdθdϕ = 0,
we have
4
√
2π2 =
η4
ξ4η
{
4
√
2π2 +O(ξ−2η )
}
.
Hence, ξηη
−1 → 1 as η →∞ and ξηη−1 = 1 +O(η−2).
For the latter claim, we first remark that
Φ−ξηex,η(x) =
η2
|x+ ξηex|2x+ ξη
(
η2
|x+ ξηex|2 − 1
)
ex
and
η2
|x+ ξηex|2 =
(
η
ξη
)2
1
|ex + ξ−1η x|2
= (1 +O(η−2))
(
1− 2ξ−1η 〈x, ex〉ex +O(η−2)
)
.
Hence,
Φ−ξηex,η(x) = (1 +O(η
−1))x− 2〈x, ex〉ex +O(η−1),
and the claim follows.
Next, we consider the behaviour of the Mo¨bius inversions as η → 0. For this purpose, it is convenient to
fix a symmetric point of Φ−ξηex,η. Since either the translations or reflections do not affect areas, from
Lemma 2.1 there exists ξ˜η > 0 for every η > 0 so that
|Φ0,η(Tξ˜η )|g0 = 4
√
2π2 where Tξ˜η := T−
(√
2 + 1 + ξ˜η
)
ex.
Furthermore, ξ˜η is smooth, strictly increasing in (0,∞) and satisfies
lim
η→0
ξ˜η = 0.
Next, we remark the following two properties of the Mo¨bius inversions:
(i) Φ0,η(x) = Φ0,1(η
−2x) for every η > 0 and x ∈ R3\{0}.
(ii) For any c0 ∈ R\{0}, Φ0,1 maps the locus {x1 = c0} into a sphere of radius 1/(2|c0|) centred at
(c0/(2|c0|2))ex.
Then we define the following functions:
Y (ϕ, θ, η) := X(ϕ, θ)−
(√
2 + 1 + ξ˜η
)
ex,
Z(ϕ¯, θ¯, η) := Φ0,η
(
Y (η2ϕ¯, η2θ¯, η)
)
= Φ0,1
(
η−2Y (η2ϕ¯, η2θ¯, η)
)
for (ϕ¯, θ¯) ∈ R2. We shall show the following result:
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Lemma 2.4. (i) limη→0 η2/ξ˜η = 2
4
√
2π2. Furthermore, η2/ξ˜η = 2
4
√
2π2 +O(η2).
(ii) Φ0,η(Tξ˜η ) converges to the sphere with radius
4
√
2π2 centred at − 4
√
2π2ex in the following sense: for
any R > 0 and k ∈ N, if η ≤ 1/R4, then
‖Z(·, ·, η)− Z0‖Ck([−R,R]2) ≤ Ckη3/2
as η → 0, where Ck depends only on k and Z0 is defined by
Z0(ϕ¯, θ¯) := Φ0,1
(
− 1
2
4
√
2π2
ex + (
√
2 + 1)θ¯ey + ϕ¯ez
)
, ey := (0, 1, 0), ez := (0, 0, 1).
Proof. For assertion (i), it is enough to prove
(10)
η4
ξ˜2η
= 4
√
2π +O(η2)
as η → 0. To this aim, for each η ∈ (0, 1], we set
Iη := {(ϕ, θ) ∈ [−π, π]2 : ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2 ≤ η2}, Jη := [−π, π]2 \ Iη.
Recall that Φ0,η(Tξ˜η ) has the fixed area 4
√
2π2:
(11) 4
√
2π2 = η4
∫ π
−π
∫ π
−π
√
2 + cosϕ
|Y (ϕ, θ, η)|4 dϕdθ = η
4
(∫
Jη
+
∫
Iη
) √
2 + cosϕ
|Y (ϕ, θ, η)|4 dϕdθ =: I˜1 + I˜2
where we used [−π, π]2 instead of [0, 2π]2.
First we shall show I˜1 = O(η
2). By a Taylor expansion of Y around (0, 0), we have
(12) |Y (ϕ, θ, ξη)|2 = ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2 + ξ˜2η +
{
(
√
2 + 1)θ2 + ϕ2
}
ξ˜η +O(ϕ
4 + θ4).
Thus we may find C0 > 0, which is independent of η ∈ (0, 1], so that
C0(ϕ
2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2) ≤ |Y (ϕ, θ, η)|2 for all (ϕ, θ) ∈ Jη and η ∈ (0, 1].
Hence, using the change of variables (ϕ, θ) = (r cosΘ, (
√
2 + 1)−1r sinΘ) and noting that Jη ⊂ {(r,Θ) ∈
[η, 4π]× [0, 2π]}, we obtain∫
Jη
√
2 + cosϕ
|Y (ϕ, θ, η)|4 dϕdθ ≤ C1
∫
Jη
dϕdθ
(ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2)2
=
C1√
2 + 1
∫ 4π
η
∫ 2π
0
r
r4
drdΘ ≤ C2η−2.
Thus multiplying the above inequality by η4 we get I˜1 = O(η
2).
Next, we examine I˜2. Recalling (12), we have
(13){
1−O(η2)− ξ˜η
}
(ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2) + ξ˜2η ≤ |Y (ϕ, θ, η)|2 ≤
{
1 +O(η2) + ξ˜η
}{
ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2
}
+ ξ˜2η
for every (ϕ, θ) ∈ Iη. Now we compute
η4
∫
Iη
(
√
2 + 1)dϕdθ[{
1 +O(η2) + ξ˜η
}{
ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2
}
+ ξ˜2η
]2 .
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Using the same change of variables as above and noting that ξ˜η → 0 as η → 0, we have
(14)
η4
∫
Iη
(
√
2 + 1)dϕdθ[{
1 +O(η2) + ξ˜η
}{
ϕ2 + (
√
2 + 1)2θ2
}
+ ξ˜2η
]2
=2πη4
∫ η
0
rdr[{
1 +O(η2) + ξ˜η
}
r2 + ξ˜2η
]2
=
πη4
1 +O(η2) + ξ˜η
 1
ξ˜2η
− 1
η2
(
1 + ξ˜η +O(η2)
)
+ ξ˜2η

=
{
1− ξ˜η −O(η2)−O(ξ˜2η)
}
π
(
η4
ξ˜2η
+O(η2)
)
.
Combining (11), (13) and (14) with I˜1 = O(η
2) and
√
2+ cosϕ =
√
2+ 1+O(η2) in Iη, one may observe
that
(15)
{
1− ξ˜η +O(η2) +O(ξ˜2η)
} η4
ξ˜2η
= 4
√
2π +O(η2).
Since ξ˜η → 0 as η → 0, we have η4/ξ˜2η → 4
√
2π. Hence, combining (15), we get (10).
For assertion (ii), due to a Taylor expansion, we first remark that
cos θ = 1 +Rc(θ), sin θ = θ +Rs(θ)
where
(16)
∣∣∣∣ dkdθkRc(θ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ck|θ|(2−k)+ , ∣∣∣∣ dkdθkRs(θ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ck|θ|(3−k)+
for all k ∈ N and |θ| ≤ 1 where a+ := max{0, a}. Using these expansions, we obtain
η−2Y (η2ϕ¯, η2θ¯, η) =
(
−η−2ξ˜η + RY,η,1(ϕ¯, θ¯), (
√
2 + 1)θ¯ +RY,η,2(ϕ¯, θ¯), ϕ¯+RY,η,3(ϕ¯, θ¯)
)
where
RY,η,1(ϕ¯, θ¯) := (
√
2 + 1)η−2Rc(η2θ¯) + η−2Rc(η2ϕ¯) + η−2Rc(η2ϕ¯)Rc(η2θ¯),
RY,η,2(ϕ¯, θ¯) := (
√
2 + 1)η−2Rs(η2θ¯) + θ¯Rc(η2ϕ¯) + η−2Rc(η2ϕ¯)Rs(η2θ¯),
RY,η,3(ϕ¯, θ¯) := η
−2Rs(η2ϕ¯).
By (16), it is easy to verify that
‖RY,η,1‖Ck([−R,R]2) ≤ Ckη3/2, ‖RY,η,2‖Ck([−R,R]2) ≤ Ckη3, ‖RY,η,3‖Ck([−R,R]2) ≤ Ckη3
for all k ∈ N provided η ≤ 1/R4. Noting the assertion (i) and
‖Φ0,1‖Ck(R3\Br(0)) ≤ Cr
for each r > 0, the assertion (ii) holds.
By Lemmas 2.1 2.2, 2.4 and Remark 2.3, composing the inversions in Lemma 2.1 with suitable translations,
rotations and reflections, one can obtain a smooth two-dimensional family of transformations of the
Clifford torus T which contains the identity and which degenerates to spheres centred on the xy-plane
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and passing through the origin of R3. Even though the identity map corresponds to choosing η = ∞ in
Lemma 2.1, the smoothness of the entire family (near the identity map) can be checked noticing that the
above inversions can also be obtained composing Mo¨bius transformations in S3 (including the identity
map) and stereographic projections from S3 to R3. To summarize the discussion, we state the following
proposition.
Proposition 2.5. There exists a smooth family of conformal immersions Tω of T into R
3, parametrized
by ω ∈ D, D being the unit disk of R2, which preserve the area of T and for which the following hold
a) T0 = Id;
b) for ω 6= 0, Tω is an inversion with respect to a sphere centred at a point in R3 aligned to ω (viewed as
an element of R3);
c) as |ω| approaches 1, Tω(T) degenerates to a sphere of radius 4
√
2π2 centred at
4
√
2π2 ω|ω| .
In what follows, we use the symbol Tω for Tω(T).
Remark 2.6. If we wish to rotate in R3 the images Tω, the resulting surfaces can be parametrized by
the family of tangent vectors to RP2 with length less than 1.
2.2 Basic properties of the Willmore functional
In this subsection, we state basic properties of the Willmore functional as well as the non-degeneracy
condition of T. First of all, we begin with a basic property of the Willmore functionalW0 in the Euclidean
space for immersions i : Σ→ R3
W0(i(Σ)) =
∫
Σ
H2dσ,
namely its conformal invariance.
Proposition 2.7. Let Σ be a compact closed surface of class C2 and let i : Σ → R3 be an immersion.
Then, if λ > 0 and if Φx0,η is as in (7), one has the invariance properties
j) W0(λi(Σ)) =W0(i(Σ)) and jj) W0((Φx0,η ◦ i)(Σ)) =W0(i(Σ)) provided x0 6∈ i(Σ).
We also recall the first and second variation formulas for the Willmore functional
W (i(Σ)) =
∫
Σ
H2dσ
in a general setting, namely for a surface immersed in a three-dimensional manifold M . We perturb the
surface through a variation with normal speed ϕn, where n stands for the unit outer normal to the image
of Σ. We denote the perturbed surfaces by F (t, p) (t ∈ (−ε, ε), p ∈ Σ). Calling n = n(t, p) the outward
pointing unit normal to the immersion F (t, ·) we denote with ϕ := g(n, ∂tF ) the normal velocity, we also
let g¯ij be the first fundamental form of i(Σ) and by dσ the induced area element.
We denote by Riem the Riemann curvature tensor of M at P , by Ric the Ricci tensor, by Sc the
scalar curvature, by A the second fundamental form of i(Σ), by A˚ = A− 12Hg¯ the traceless part of A, by
∆ the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (Σ, g¯) and we define the elliptic, self-adjoint operator
Lϕ := −∆ϕ− ϕ (|A|2 +Ric(n, n)) .
Here, for Riem and A, we use the following convention:
Riem(X,Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z, A(X,Y ) = g (∇Xn, Y ) .
We also define the one-form ̟ to be the tangent component of the one-form Ric(n, ·) in M , namely
̟ = Ric(n, ·)t,
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and the (2, 0) tensor T by
Tij = Riem(∂i, n, n, ∂j) = Ricij +G(n, n)g¯ij ,
where G = Ric− 12Scg is the Einstein tensor of M .
We have then the following formulas, see Section 3 in [19].
Proposition 2.8. With the above notation we have the formulas
W ′(i(Σ))[ϕ] =
∫
Σ
(
LH +
1
2
H3
)
ϕdσ
and
W ′′(i(Σ))[ϕ, ϕ] = 2
∫
Σ
[
(Lϕ)2 +
1
2
H2|∇ϕ|2 − 2A˚(∇ϕ,∇ϕ)
]
dσ
+ 2
∫
Σ
ϕ2
(
|∇H |2g + 2̟(∇H) +H∆H + 2g(∇2H, A˚) + 2H2|A˚|2g
+ 2Hg(A˚, T )−Hg(∇nRic)(n, n)− 1
2
H2|A|2g −
1
2
H2Ric(n, n)
)
dσ
+
∫
Σ
(
LH +
1
2
H3
)(
∂ϕ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+Hϕ2
)
dσ
= 2
∫
Σ
ϕL˜ϕ dσ +
∫
Σ
(
LH +
1
2
H3
)(
∂ϕ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+Hϕ2
)
dσ
where the fourth-order operator L˜ is defined by
L˜ϕ = LLϕ+
1
2
H2Lϕ+ 2Hg(A˚,∇2ϕ) + 2H̟(∇ϕ) + 2A˚(∇ϕ,∇H)
+ ϕ
(
|∇H |2g + 2̟(∇H) +H∆H + 2g(∇2H, A˚) + 2H2|A˚|2g + 2Hg(A˚, T )−H(∇nRic)(n, n)
)
.
Remark 2.9. Let us identify W ′(i(Σ)) with the function LH +H3/2 on Σ. Then the derivative of this
function with respect to the above perturbation is given by L˜ϕ.
In particular, when Σ is embedded in the Euclidean space R3 we obtain the following result, see also [43].
Corollary 2.10.
W ′0(i(Σ))[ϕ] =
∫
Σ
(
L0H +
1
2
H3
)
ϕdσ; L0ψ = −∆ψ − ψ|A|2,
and
W ′′0 (i(Σ))[ϕ, ϕ] = 2
∫
Σ
[
(L0ϕ)
2 +
1
2
H2|∇ϕ|2 − 2A˚(∇ϕ,∇ϕ)
]
dσ
+ 2
∫
Σ
ϕ2
(
|∇H |2 +H∆H + 2〈∇2H, A˚〉+ 2H2|A˚|2 − 1
2
H2|A|2
)
dσ
+
∫
Σ
(
L0H +
1
2
H3
)(
∂ϕ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+Hϕ2
)
dσ
= 2
∫
Σ
ϕL˜0ϕdσ +
∫
Σ
(
L0H +
1
2
H3
)(
∂ϕ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
t=0
+Hϕ2
)
dσ,
where the fourth-order operator L˜0 is defined by
L˜0ϕ = (L0)
2ϕ+
1
2
H2L0ϕ+ 2H〈A˚,∇2ϕ〉+ 2A˚(∇ϕ,∇H)
+ ϕ
(
|∇H |2 +H∆H + 2〈∇2H, A˚〉+ 2H2|A˚|2
)
.
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The set {P + λRTω : P ∈ R3, λ > 0, R ∈ SO(3), ω ∈ D} made by translations, rotations and dilations
of Mo¨bius transformations of the Clifford torus T, form an eight dimensional family of surfaces. On Tω,
we define Jacobi vector fields Z0,ω, Z1,ω, . . . , Z7,ω according to the following notation
Z0,ω is generated by dilations ; Z1,ω, Z2,ω, Z3,ω are generated by translations ;
Z4,ω, Z5,ω, Z6,ω are generated by rotations ;
Z7,ω is generated by the Mo¨bius inversions described in Subsection 2.1.
Notice that Z1,ω, . . . , Z7,ω all induce deformations which preserve the area. We write Zi,R,ω for the Jacobi
vector fields on RTω.
Since RTω is diffeomorphic to T by the conformal map RTω, we may pull back a neighbourhood of
RTω in R
3 onto that of T. We write g0,R,ω := (RTω)
∗g0 for the pull back of the Euclidean metric g0.
Thus (T, g0,R,ω) is isometric to (RTω, g0). We also use g¯0,R,ω, n0,R,ω(p) and 〈·, ·〉L2
0,R,ω
for the tangential
metric of g0,R,ω on T, the unit outer normal of T in g0,R,ω and the L
2-inner product with metric g¯0,R,ω.
Moreover, we write L20,R,ω(T) for (L
2(T), 〈·, ·〉L2
0,R,ω
). Remark that we may regard Zi,R,ω as functions on
T.
Next, we set
K0,R,ω := span {H0,R,ω, Z1,R,ω, . . . , Z7,R,ω} ⊂ L20,R,ω(T)
where H0,R,ω stands for the mean curvature of T in g0,R,ω. Let us also denote by Π0,R,ω : L
2
0,R,ω(T) →
(K0,R,ω)⊥g¯0,R,ω the L2-projection onto (K0,R,ω)⊥g¯0,R,ω where ⊥ g¯0,R,ω stands for the orthogonality in
L20,R,ω(T):
ψ ∈ K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω ⇔ 〈H0,R,ω, ψ〉L2
0,R,ω
= 0 = 〈Zi,R,ω, ψ〉L2
0,R,ω
(1 ≤ i ≤ 7).
For regular functions ϕ : T→ R, we consider the following perturbation of T:
(T[ϕ])R,ω := {p+ ϕ(p)n0,R,ω(p) : p ∈ T} , RTω[ϕ] := {RTω (p+ ϕ(p)n0,R,ω(p)) : p ∈ T}
Notice that the surface ((T[ϕ])R,ω , g0,R,ω) is isometric to (RTω [ϕ], g0). Concerning these perturbations,
we have the following non-degeneracy property for the Willmore energy of the Clifford torus and its
Mo¨bius equivalents, see Theorem 4.2 and Corollaries 1, 2 in Weiner [43].
Proposition 2.11 ([43]). Let Tω be the immersion of T in R
3 as in Proposition 2.5 and α ∈ (0, 1): then
for all R ∈ SO(3) and ω ∈ D, one has W ′0(RTω) = 0. Moreover, RTω is non-degenerate in the following
sense. For any compact set K ⊂ D\{0} and ℓ ∈ N, there exist constants CK,ℓ,1 > 0 and CK,ℓ,2 > 0 such
that for every R ∈ SO(3) and ω ∈ K, one has the lower bound
(17)
∥∥∥Π0,R,ωL˜0,R,ωϕ∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
≥ CK,ℓ,1
∥∥∥L˜0,R,ωϕ∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
≥ CK,ℓ,2 ‖ϕ‖C4+ℓ,α(T)
for all ϕ ∈ C4+ℓ,α(T) ∩ K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω where L˜0,R,ω is the operator L˜0 for RTω.
Proof. We first prove that
(18)
∥∥∥L˜0,R,ωϕ∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
≥ CK,ℓ ‖ϕ‖C4+ℓ,α(T) .
We prove this by contradiction. Assume that there are (Rm) ⊂ SO(3), (ωm) ⊂ K and (ϕm) ⊂ C4+ℓ,α(T)
such that
(19)
‖ϕm‖C4+ℓ,α(T) = 1,
∥∥∥L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
→ 0,
〈H0,Rm,ωm , ϕm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 0 = 〈Zi,Rmωm , ϕm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
(1 ≤ i ≤ 7).
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We may also suppose Rm → R0 and ωm → ω0. Then since the embedding C4+ℓ,α(T) ⊂ C4+ℓ,β(T) is
compact, by (19), we also suppose that ϕm → ϕ0 strongly in C4+ℓ,β(T).
Next we prove ϕ0 6= 0. If ϕ0 ≡ 0, then from the definition of L˜0,R,ω, isolating the highest-order terms,
we have
(L0,Rm,ωm)
2ϕm = fm
where fm has a strongly convergent subsequence in C
ℓ,α(T). Thus by the elliptic regularity theory, we
observe that ‖ϕm‖C4+ℓ,α(T) → 0, which contradicts (19). Hence ϕ0 6≡ 0.
Next, by (19) and the fact ϕm → ϕ0 strongly in C4+ℓ,β(T), we notice that L˜0,R0,ω0ϕ0 = 0 and
ϕ0 ∈ C∞(T) thanks to the elliptic regularity. By the result of Weiner [43], we have
Ker L˜0,R0,ω0 = span {Z0,R0,ω0 , . . . , Z7,R0,ω0}.
We apply a Graham-Schmidt orthogonalization to Z1,R0,ω0 , . . . , Z7,R0,ω0 in L
2
0,R0,ω0
(T) to get new varia-
tion fields Y1,R0,ω0 , . . . , Y7,R0,ω0 . Then ϕ0 can be expressed as
ϕ0 = a0Z0,R0,ω0 +
7∑
i=1
aiYi,R0,ω0 .
Since Zi,R0,ω0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 7) are Jacobi vector fields corresponding to the area preserving deformation, it
follows that
〈Zi,R0,ω0 , H0,R0,ω0〉L20,R0,ω0 = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 7).
By (19) and the definitions of {Yi,R0,ω0}1≤i≤7, one observes that
(20) 0 = 〈ϕ0, H0,R0,ω0〉L2
0,R0,ω0
= a0〈Z0,R0,ω0 , H0,R0,ω0〉L2
0,R0,ω0
.
Noting that Z0,R0,ω0 is generated by dilations, we obtain
(21) 0 < 8
√
2π2 =
d
dt
(1 + t)2|R0Tω0 |g0
∣∣∣
t=0
=
d
dt
|(1 + t)2R0Tω0 |g0
∣∣∣
t=0
= 〈Z0,R0,ω0 , H0,R0,ω0〉L2
0,R0,ω0
.
Hence, from (20), we deduce that a0 = 0 and ϕ0 =
∑7
i=1 aiYi,R0,ω0 . Due to (19) and the definitions of
{Yi,R0,ω0}1≤i≤7, we have 〈ϕ0, Yi,R0,ω0〉L2
0,R0,ω0
= 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 7), which yields ai = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ 7). However,
this contradicts ϕ0 6≡ 0. Thus (18) holds.
Next we show that
(22)
∥∥∥Π0,R,ωL˜0,R,ωϕ∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
≥ CK,ℓ
∥∥∥L˜0,R,ωϕ∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
.
Again we argue by contradiction and suppose that there are (Rm) ⊂ SO(3), (ωm) ⊂ K and (ϕm) ⊂
C4+ℓ,α(T) such that
(23)
∥∥∥Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
→ 0,
∥∥∥L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
= 1,
〈H0,Rm,ωm , ϕm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 0 = 〈Zi,Rmωm , ϕm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
(1 ≤ i ≤ 7).
By (18), we observe that (‖ϕm‖C4+ℓ,α(T)) is bounded. As above, we use the L20,Rm,ωm(T)-orthogonal
system {Yi,Rm,ωm}1≤i≤7 starting from {Zi,Rm,ωm}1≤i≤7. Since 〈Yi,Rm,ωm , H0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 0 holds
due to the area preserving properties, set Y0,Rm,ωm := H0,Rm,ωm/‖H0,Rm,ωm‖L20,Rm,ωm . Then (Yi,Rm,ωm)0≤i≤7
is an L20,Rm,ωm(T)-orthogonal system. Using (Yi,Rm,ωm)0≤i≤7, Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm is written as
Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm = L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm −
7∑
i=0
〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Yi,Rm,ωm〉L20,Rm,ωmYi,Rm,ωm .
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Since Yi,Rm,ωm ∈ Ker L˜0,Rm,ωm (1 ≤ i ≤ 7), we get
〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Yi,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 〈ϕm, L˜0,Rm,ωmYi,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 0
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 7. Thus
(24) Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm = L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm − 〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Y0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
Y0,Rm,ωm .
Noting that 〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Z0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 〈ϕm, L˜0,Rm,ωmZ0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
= 0 and taking an
L20,Rm,ωm(T)-inner product of Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm and Z0,Rm,ωm , we observe that
〈Π0,Rm,ωmL˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Z0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
=− 〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Y0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
〈Y0,Rm,ωm , Z0,Rm,ωm〉L2
0,Rm,ωm
.
Recalling (21) and (23), we infer that
〈L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm, Y0,Rm,ωm〉L20,Rm,ωm → 0.
Thus from (24) we get a contradiction:
1 =
∥∥∥L˜0,Rm,ωmϕm∥∥∥
Cℓ,α(T)
→ 0.
Hence, (22) holds and we complete the proof.
Remark 2.12. When ω = 0, Tω is the symmetric Clifford torus, so the action of one among the
rotation vector fields is trivial. A global version of Proposition 2.11, including also the case ω = 0, can
be expressed as the non-degeneracy of the family of inverted (and rotated) Clifford tori in the sense of
Bott. In particular the constants CK,1 and CK,2 in (17) remains controlled when ω approaches zero. For
instance, when R = Id and Z0,R,6 corresponds to the rotation along the z-axis, writing ω = (x, y), it
suffices to replace the definition of K0,Id,ω by
K0,Id,ω := span
{
H0,Id,ω, Z1,Id,ω, . . . , Z5,Id,ω,
∂
∂x
Tω,
∂
∂y
Tω
}
near ω = 0.
3 Finite-dimensional reduction
In this section we reduce the problem to a finite-dimensional one, namely to the choice of the concentration
point and to the Mo¨bius action on the scaled Clifford tori. We first introduce a family of approximate
solutions to our problem, and then we modify them properly to solve the equation up to elements in
the Kernel of the operator L˜. In the next section we will adjust the parameters so that the Willmore
equation is fully solved (under area constraint).
3.1 Approximate solutions: small tori embedded in M
We fix a compact set K of the unit disk D and we consider then the family
Tˆε,K = {εRTω : R ∈ SO(3), ω ∈ K} .
We remark that, by construction, elements in Tˆε,K consist of Willmore surfaces in R3 all with area
identically equal to 4
√
2π2ε2.
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Remark 3.1. Notice that, by rotation invariance of the Clifford torus T, the above family Tˆε,K is four-
dimensional and not five-dimensional.
Next, we construct a family of surfaces in M by exponential maps of Tˆε,K . Fix P ∈ M . Around P , we
may find a local orthonormal frame {FP,1, FP,2, FP,3}. By this frame, we may identify TPM with R3 and
define the exponential map expgP . Since M is compact, there exists a ρ0 > 0, which is independent of
P ∈ M , such that expP is diffeomorphic on Bρ0(0) ⊂ R3 to expP (Bρ0(0)) for every P ∈ M . Then we
may select ε0 > 0 so that
εRTω ⊂ Bρ0(0) for every (ε,R, ω) ∈ (0, ε0]× SO(3)× D.
Hereafter, we fix ε0 > 0 and consider the case ε ∈ (0, ε0). For a compact set K ⊂ D, we define
Tε,K =
{
expP (Σ) : P ∈M,Σ ∈ Tˆε,K
}
for ε ∈ (0, ε0).
Before proceeding further, we make some remarks. Since we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour
of the family satisfying the small area constraint, it is useful to introduce the following metric on M :
(25) gε(P ) :=
1
ε2
g(P ).
As above, by (25), putting Fε,P,α := εFP,α, {Fε,P,1, Fε,P,2, Fε,P,3} is a local orthonormal frame with
metric gε and using this frame, we may define the exponential map exp
gε
P . Let us denote by gP and gε,P
the pull back of the metrics g and gε through exp
g
P and exp
gε
P : gP := (exp
g
P )
∗g and gε,P := (exp
gε
P )
∗gε.
Then it is easily seen that
(i) Write Wg and Wgε for the Willmore functional on (M, g) and (M, gε). Let Σ ⊂M be an embedded
surface. Denote by Hg and Hgε the mean curvature of Σ with the metric g and gε, respectively.
Then we have
Hgε = εHg, Wgε(Σ) =Wg(Σ), W
′
gε(Σ) = ε
3W ′g(Σ).
In particular, Σ is a Willmore surface with the area constraint in (M, g) if and only if so is in
(M, gε).
(ii) The exponential map expgεP is defined in Bε−1ρ0(0) and
expgP (εz) = exp
gε
P (z) for all |z|g0 ≤ ε−1ρ0.
(iii) The metric gP has the following expansion (see, for instance, Lee–Parker [22]):
(26) gP,αβ(x) = δαβ +
1
3
Rαµνβx
µxν +R(x) =: δαβ + h˜P,αβ(x) in Bρ0(0) ⊂ TPM
where R(x) is the remainder term satisfying |∇kR(x)| = O(|x|3−k) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Moreover,
since M is three dimensional, one sees that
(27)
Rαµνβ = gP (Riem(∂ν , ∂β)∂µ, ∂α)
=
ScP
2
(gP,αβgP,µν − gP,ανgP,µβ) + gP,ανRµβ − gP,αβRµν + gP,µβRαν − gP,µνRαβ
where ScP and Rαβ are the scalar curvature and the Ricci tensor evaluated at P , respectively.
(iv) For gε,P , we have
(28) gε,P,αβ(y) = δαβ + ε
2hεP,αβ(y) for any |y|g0 ≤ ε−1ρ0
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where hεP,αβ(y) = ε
−2h˜P,αβ(εy) and there holds
(29) |y|−2|hεP,αβ|+ |y|−1|∇hεP,αβ |+
k∑
i=2
|∇ihεP,αβ(y)|g0 ≤ h˜0,k
for any k ∈ N and |y|g0 ≤ ε−1ρ0. Here h˜0,k depends on k, but not on ε. Moreover, (P, y) 7→
gε,P,αβ(y) is smooth and for any k, ℓ ∈ N, there exists a Ck,ℓ > 0 such that
(30) |y|−2|Dk+1P gε,P,αβ(y)|+ |y|−1|Dk+1P ∇ygε,P,αβ(y)|+
ℓ∑
j=2
|Dk+1P ∇jygε,P,αβ(y)| ≤ Ck,ℓε2
where DP denotes the differential by P in the original scale of M (not in the rescaled one).
(v) The family Tε,K is rewritten as
(31)
Tε,K = {expgP (εRTω) : P ∈M,R ∈ SO(3), ω ∈ K}
= {expgεP (RTω) : P ∈M,R ∈ SO(3), ω ∈ K} .
Remark 3.2. Mo¨bius-inverted Clifford tori in R3 can be clearly completely described by their translation
vector, their rotation and their distortion factor. It then follows that for exponential maps in the metric
gε (see (25)), except for ω = 0, the parameters P,R, ω give a local smooth parametrization of Tε,K .
As for Remark 2.12, Tε,K turns out to be globally a smooth manifold even near surfaces described by
ω = 0, where one could use a different local parametrization.
In what follows, we always consider our problem on (M, gε). For example, let Sε ⊂ M be a family of
smooth surfaces with |Σ|g = C0ε2 for each Σ ∈ Sε. Using gε, we can work on the rescaled surfaces with
the fixed area C0 in normal coordinate of gε.
Next we shall show that each element of Tε,K is an approximate solution of Wgε .
Lemma 3.3. Fix a compact set K ⊂ D and k ∈ N. Then there exists CK,k > 0 such that
‖W ′gε(Σ)‖Ck(Σ) ≤ CK,kε2 for every Σ ∈ Tε,K and ε ∈ (0, ε0).
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, we have
(32) W ′gε(Σ) = −∆gεHgε − |Agε |2Hgε −HgεRicgε(ngε , ngε) +
1
2
H3gε
in the sense that δWgε(Σ)[ϕ] =
∫
ΣW
′
gε(Σ)ϕ dσgε . To prove the lemma we apply this formula to a surface
Σ ∈ T˜ε,K endowed with the metric induced by gε defined in (25) (or (28)).
First, by the properties of ρ0 and ε0, and the definition of gε, we may find ρK > 0 such that
|x|g0 ≤ ρK ≤
ρ0
ε
for each x ∈ RTω ⊂ TPM and (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ (0, ε0]×M × SO(3)×K.
Moreover, from (28) and (29), for each k ∈ N, there exists CK,k > 0 such that
(33) ‖gε,P,αβ − δαβ‖Ck(BρK (0)) ≤ CK,kε
2 for each (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ (0, ε0]×M × SO(3)×K.
By (33), we may compare the geometric quantities with the Euclidean ones and obtain the following
estimates:
(34)
∥∥∥Γξε,P,µν∥∥∥
Ck(BρK (0))
≤ CK,kε2, ‖Ricε,P ‖Ck(BρK (0)) ≤ CK,kε
2,
‖Aε,P,R,ω −A0,R,ω‖Ck(RTω) ≤ CK,kε2, ‖(∆ε,P,R,ω −∆0,R,ω)ϕ‖Ck(RTω) ≤ CK,kε2‖ϕ‖Ck+2(RTω)
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for each (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ (0, ε0] ×M × SO(3) × K and ϕ ∈ Ck+2(RTω). Here Γξε,P,µν , Ricε,P , Aε,P,R,ω,
A0,R,ω, ∆ε,P,R,ω and ∆0,R,ω stand for the Christoffel symbol and the Ricci tensor of (BρK (0), gε,P ), and
the second fundamental form and the Laplace–Beltrami operator of RTω with gε,P and g0, respectively.
Now, from (32), (33) and (34), it follows that∥∥W ′gε(Σ)−W ′g0(RTω)∥∥Ck(RTω) ≤ CK,kε2.
Recalling that the Clifford torus (and all its images under Mo¨bius transformation, by conformal invariance
ofW in R3) is a critical point of the Willmore functional, namely W ′g0(RTω) = 0, Lemma 3.3 follows.
3.2 Reduction to a finite-dimensional problem
Let R ∈ SO(3) and ω ∈ D. As in Subsection 2.2, we pull back a neighbourhood of RTω with the
metric gε,P onto that of T. Namely, we define gε,P,R,ω by the pull back of gε,P via the map R ◦ Tω:
gε,P,R,ω := (R◦Tω)∗gε,P = T ∗ω ◦R∗◦(expgεP )∗gε. Remark that (T, gε,P,R,ω) is isometric to (expgεP (RTω), gε)
or (RTω , gε,P ). Let nε,P,R,ω be the unit outer normal of (T, gε,P,R,ω).
As before, we consider perturbations of (T, gε,P,R,ω) by regular functions ϕ : T→ R:
(35)
(T[ϕ])ε,P,R,ω := {p+ ϕ(p)nε,P,R,ω(p) : p ∈ T} ,
(RTω[ϕ])ε,P := {RTω(p+ ϕ(p)nε,P,R,ω(p)) : p ∈ T} , Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] := expgεP ((RTω [ϕ])ε,P ) .
Given a positive constant C, we next define the family of functions
Mε,P,R,ω =
{
ϕ ∈ C4,α(T) : ‖ϕ‖C4,α(T) ≤ Cε2 and such that |Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ]|gε = 4
√
2π2
}
.
Since each element of Tε,K is described as Σε,P,R,ω[0], we notice that, in metric gε, the Hausdorff distance
of elements Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] (ϕ ∈ Mε,P,R,ω and ω ∈ K) from the previous approximate solutions Tε,K is of
order ε2, with a constant depending on C and K.
We next define Mε to be the Banach manifold of surfaces of the type Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] with P varying in M ,
ϕ ∈ Mε,P,R,ω, R in SO(3) and ω in D. Notice that, by construction, elements in Mε all satisfy the
desired area constraint.
The surfaces in Tε,K form a seven-dimensional sub-manifold in Mε: we will show that the Willmore
functional is indeed non-degenerate in directions orthogonal to Tε,K .
To observe the non-degeneracy of elements in Tε,K , we introduce the eight-dimensional vector space
Kϕε,P,R,ω := span {Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ], Z1,R,ω, . . . , Z7,R,ω}
where ϕ ∈ C4,α(T) and Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ] denotes the mean curvature of Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] in the metric gε. Since we
are only interested in ϕ whose C4,α-norm is small, Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] can be written as the normal graph on
T and this correspondence is diffeomorphic. Therefore, we pull back geometric quantities of Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ]
onto T. In particular, we write g¯ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] for pull back of the tangential metric of Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] on T.
Denote by 〈·, ·〉ε,P,R,ω,ϕ and L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕ(T) the L2-inner product of L2(T) with the metric g¯ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] and
(L2(T), 〈·, ·〉ε,P,R,ω,ϕ). Remark that when ε = 0 and ϕ = 0, these symbols coincide with those introduced
in Subsection 2.2 and do not depend on P ∈ M , i.e., g0,P,R,ω = g0,R,ω and so on. See the comments
above Proposition 2.11.
Next, as in the proof of Proposition 2.11, we normalize and orthogonalize Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ] and {Zi,R,ω}7i=1 in
L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕ(T). Namely, we first normalize and orthogonalize {Zi,R,ω}7i=1 to get {Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]}7i=1. Then
we obtain Y0,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] from Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ] and {Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]}7i=1, and we may assume that
{Y0,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ], Y1,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ], . . . , Y7,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]}
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is the L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕ(T)-orthonormal basis of Kϕε,P,R,ω. We also define the L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕ(T)-projection to the
space (Kϕε,P,R,ω)⊥g¯ε,P,R,ω [ϕ] by
Πϕε,P,R,ω : L
2
ε,P,R,ω,ϕ(T)→ (Kϕε,P,R,ω)⊥g¯ε,P,R,ω [ϕ],
Πϕε,P,R,ωψ := ψ −
7∑
i=0
〈ψ, Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]〉L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕYi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ].
Finally, we also define Yi,R,ω[ϕ] and Π
ϕ
0,R,ω for the Euclidean metric in a similar way to above. Remark
that Yi,0,P,R,ω[ϕ] = Yi,R,ω[ϕ], Π
ϕ
0,P,R,ω = Π
ϕ
0,R,ω and Π
0
0,R,ω = Π0,R,ω hold.
Regarding the properties of {Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]}7i=0 and Πϕε,P,R,ω, we have
Lemma 3.4. Fix a compact set K ⊂ D, ℓ ∈ N and α ∈ (0, 1). Then there exist rK,ℓ,1 > 0, εK,ℓ,1 > 0
and CK,ℓ such that
(a) For each i = 0, . . . , 7 and ε ∈ (0, εK,ℓ,1], the map
BrK,ℓ,1,C4+ℓ,α(0) ∋ ϕ 7→ Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] ∈ C2+ℓ,α(T)
is smooth and Dℓϕ(Yi,ε,P,R,ω [ϕ]) is a bounded map in BrK,1,C4+ℓ,α(0) and the bounds only depend on rK,ℓ,1,
K and εK,ℓ,1. Here BrK,ℓ,1,Ck,α(0) denotes the ball in C
k,α(T) centred at the origin with the radius rK,ℓ,1
and Dϕ does the derivative with respect to ϕ. In particular, the map
BrK,1,C4+ℓ,α(0) ∋ ϕ 7→ Πϕε,P,R,ω ∈ L(C2+ℓ,α(T), C2+ℓ,α(T))
is smooth and DℓϕΠ
ϕ
ε,P,R,ω is bounded and the bounds also depend only on rK,1, K and εK,1.
(b) For every (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ (0, εK,1]×M × SO(3)×K and ‖ϕ‖C4+ℓ,α(T) ≤ rK,1, there holds
‖Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]− Yi,R,ω [ϕ]‖C2+ℓ,α(T) + ‖Dϕ(Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ])−Dϕ(Yi,R,ω [ϕ])‖L(C4+ℓ,α(T),C2+ℓ,α(T))
+ ‖D2ϕ(Yi,ε,P,R,ω [ϕ])−D2ϕ(Yi,R,ω [ϕ])‖L2(C4+ℓ,α(T),C2+ℓ,α(T)) ≤ CK,ℓε2
where L2(C4+ℓ,α(T), C2+ℓ,α(T)) is a Banach space of all multilinear maps from C4+ℓ,α(T) × C4+ℓ,α(T)
to C2+ℓ,α(T).
(c) For every fixed ϕ ∈ BrK,1,C4+ℓ,α(0), the map
(P,R, ω) 7→ Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] : M × SO(3)×K → C2+ℓ,α(T)
is smooth. Moreover,
2∑
k=0
∥∥DkP,R,ω (Yi,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ]− Yi,R,ω [ϕ])∥∥C2+ℓ,α(T) ≤ CK,ℓ (ε2 + ‖ϕ‖C4+ℓ,α(T)) .
Proof. We first remark that
gε,P,R,ω,αβ(y) = gε,P (RTω(y))[D(RTω)(y)[eα], D(RTω)(y)[eβ ]],
g0,R,ω(y) = g0[D(RTω)(y)[eα], D(RTω)(y)[eβ ]],
where eα denotes the canonical basis in R
3. Recalling (28) and (30), it is easily seen that for any ℓ ∈ N,
we have
(36)
2∑
k=0
∥∥DkP,R,ω (gε,P,R,ω,αβ − g0,P,R,ω,αβ)∥∥Cℓ(BρK (0)) ≤ CK,ℓε2
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where ρK appears in the proof of Lemma 3.3. This yields
(37)
2∑
k=0
∥∥DkP,R,ω (nε,P,R,ω − n0,R,ω)∥∥Cℓ(T) ≤ CK,ℓε2.
We define position vectors for Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] and RTω[ϕ] in (R
3, gε,P,R,ω) and (R
3, g0,R,ω) by
Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ](p) := p+ ϕ(p)nε,P,R,ω(p), Z0,R,ω[ϕ](p) := p+ ϕ(p)n0,R,ω(p).
Clearly, the map
M × SO(3)×K × C4+ℓ,α(T) ∋ (P,R, ω, ϕ) 7→ (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ],Z0,R,ω[ϕ]) ∈
(
C4+ℓ,α(T,R3)
)2
is smooth. Hence, we also see the smoothness of maps
(P,R, ω, ϕ) 7→ gε,P,R,ω,αβ(Zε,P,R,ω [ϕ]) : M × SO(3)×K ×BrK,ℓ,1,C4+ℓ,α(0)→ C4+ℓ,α(T,R),
(P,R, ω, ϕ) 7→ g¯ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] : M × SO(3)×K ×BrK,ℓ,1,C4+ℓ,α(0)→ C3+ℓ,α(T, (TT)∗ ⊗ (TT)∗),
(P,R, ω, ϕ) 7→ nε,P,R,ω[ϕ] : M × SO(3)×K ×BrK,ℓ,1,C4+ℓ,α(0)→ C3+ℓ,α(T,R3),
(P,R, ω, ϕ) 7→ Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ] : M × SO(3)×K ×BrK,ℓ,1,C4+ℓ,α(0)→ C2+ℓ,α(T)
where nε,P,R,ω[ϕ] denotes the unit outer normal of (T[ϕ])ε,P,R,ω in the metric gε,P,R,ω. From this fact, it
is easily seen that the assertion (a) holds.
Moreover, by (37), there holds
(38)
2∑
k=0
∥∥DkP,R,ω (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ]−Z0,R,ω[ϕ])∥∥C4+ℓ,α(T,R3) ≤ CK,ℓ‖ϕ‖C4+ℓ,α(T)ε2,
‖Dϕ (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ]−Z0,R,ω[ϕ])‖L(C4+ℓ,α(T),C4+ℓ,α(T,R3))
+
∥∥D2ϕ (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ]−Z0,R,ω[ϕ])∥∥L2(C4+ℓ,α(T),C4+ℓ,α(T,R3)) ≤ CK,ℓε2.
Noting that similar estimates hold for gε,P,R,ω,αβ(Zε,P,R,ω [ϕ]), g¯ε,P,R,ω[ϕ], nε,P,R,ω[ϕ] and Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ]
thanks to (36), we observe that assertions (b) and (c) also hold.
We next proceed at a non-linear level, exploiting Proposition 2.11 and using the inverse mapping theorem.
Proposition 3.5. Fix a compact subset K of D as above. Then there exist positive constants C¯K and
0 < εK,2 ≤ εK,1,1 such that for any ε ∈ (0, εK,2] and (P,R, ω) ∈M × SO(3)×K, there exists a function
ϕε = ϕε(P,R, ω) ∈ C5,α(T) satisfying the following:
j) W ′gε(Σε,P,R,ω[ϕε]) = β0Hε,P,R,ω[ϕε] +
7∑
i=1
βiZi,R,ω; jj) |Σε,P,R,ω[ϕε]|gε = 4
√
2π2;
jjj) 〈Yj,ε,P,R,ω[ϕε], ϕε〉L2
ε,P,R,ω,ϕε
= 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ 7); jjjj) ‖ϕε(P,R, ω)‖C5,α(T) ≤ C¯Kε2
for some numbers β0, . . . , β7. In particular, ϕε(P,R, ω) ∈Mε,P,R,ω. Moreover, for each ε ∈ (0, εK,2], the
map
M × SO(3)×K → C5,α(T) : (P,R, ω) 7→ ϕε(P,R, ω)
is smooth and satisfies
‖DP,R,ωϕε(P,R, ω)‖C5,α(T) + ‖D2P,R,ωϕε(P,R, ω)‖C5,α(T) ≤ CKε2.
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Proof. We first define Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ) :M × SO(3)×K × C5,α(T)→ C1,α(T) by
Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ) :=Π
ϕ
ε,P,R,ω
(
W ′gε(Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ])
)
+
(
|Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ]|gε − 4
√
2π2
)
Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ]
+
7∑
j=1
〈Yj,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ], ϕ〉L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕYj,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ].
Since Πϕε,P,R,ω is L
2
ε,P,R,ω(T)-projection into (Kϕε,P,R,ϕ)⊥g¯ε,P,R,ω [ϕ] and Kϕε,P,R,ϕ is spanned by Hε,P,R,ω[ϕ]
and Yj,ε,P,R,ω[ϕ] (1 ≤ j ≤ 7), in order to prove j), jj) and jjj), it is enough to find ϕ ∈ C5,α(T) so that
Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ) = 0.
To this end, we first claim that there exist rK,2 ∈ (0, rK,1,1] and εK,2 ∈ (0, εK,1,1] such thatDϕGε(P,R, ω, ϕ)
is invertible for every (P,R, ω, ϕ) ∈M×SO(3)×K×C5,α(T) provided ‖ϕ‖C5,α(T) ≤ rK,2 and 0 < ε ≤ εK,2.
We notice that Gε is smooth in each variable thanks to Lemma 3.4. Furthermore, by (36), (37) and (38),
we observe that
(39)
2∑
k=0
∥∥DkP,R,ω (Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ)−G0(R,ω, ϕ))∥∥C1,α(T) ≤ CK(ε2 + ‖ϕ‖C5,α(T)),
‖Dϕ (Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ)−G0(R,ω, ϕ))‖L(C5,α(T),C1,α(T)
+
∥∥D2ϕ (Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ)−G0(R,ω, ϕ))∥∥L2(C5,α(T),C1,α(T) ≤ CKε2
for all (P,R, ω, ϕ) ∈ M × SO(3) × K × C5,α(T) provided ‖ϕ‖C5,α(T) ≤ rK,1,1 where G0(R,ω, ϕ) is a
corresponding map defined for the Euclidean metric:
G0(R,ω, ϕ) :=Π
ϕ
0,R,ω
(
W ′g0(RTω [ϕ])
)
+
(
|RTω [ϕ]|g0 − 4
√
2π2
)
H0,R,ω[ϕ]
+
7∑
j=1
〈Yj,R,ω [ϕ], ϕ〉L2
0,R,ω,ϕ
Yj,R,ω[ϕ].
From (39), it suffices to show that DϕG0(R,ω, 0) is invertible.
To see this, we remark that for ψ ∈ C5,α(T) and |t| ≪ 1, the surface RTω[tψ] is a perturbation in the
normal direction. Hence, by W ′g0(RT0) = 0 and Corollary 2.10, we obtain
DϕW
′
g0(RTω [ϕ])
∣∣∣
ϕ=0
[ψ] =
d
dt
W ′g0(RTω [tψ])
∣∣∣
t=0
= L˜0,R,ωψ.
Moreover, by |RTω|g0 = 4
√
2π2, one has
DϕG0(R,ω, 0)[ψ] = Π
0
0,R,ωL˜0,R,ωψ + 〈H0,R,ω[0], ψ〉L20,R,ωH0,R,ω[0] +
7∑
j=1
〈Yj,R,ω [0], ψ〉L2
0,R,ω
Yj,R,ω[0].
Now we show that DϕG0(R,ω, 0) is injective. Let DϕG0(R,ω, 0)[ψ] = 0. Then we have
0 = Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ωψ = 〈H0,R,ω [0], ψ〉L20,R,ω = 〈Yj,R,ω [0], ψ〉L20,R,ω (1 ≤ j ≤ 7),
which implies ψ ∈ K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω . Thus by Proposition 2.11 and Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ωψ = 0, one sees ψ ≡ 0 and we
infer that DϕG0(R,ω, 0) is injective.
Next we prove that DϕG0(R,ω, 0) is surjective. Recall that Yj,R,ω [0] ∈ Ker L˜0,R,ω (1 ≤ j ≤ 7) and
〈H0,R,ω[0], Yj,R,ω[0]〉L2
0,R,ω
= 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ 7). Therefore, setting ψj := Yj,R,ω[0] ∈ C∞(T) (1 ≤ j ≤ 7), we
have DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0)[ψj ] = Yj,R,ω [0]. Thus to prove that DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0) is surjective, it is sufficient
to show that the restricted map
(40)
DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0) : C
5,α(T) ∩
(
K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω ⊕ span {H0,R,ω[0]}
)
→ C1,α(T) ∩
(
K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω ⊕ span {H0,R,ω[0]}
)
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is surjective. For ψ ∈ K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω , it follows that DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0)[ψ] = Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ωψ. Hence, we have
(41) DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0)
∣∣
K⊥g¯0,R,ω
0,R,ω
= Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ω : C
5,α(T) ∩
(
K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω
)
→ C1,α(T) ∩
(
K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω
)
and shall show that the map in (41) is surjective. If this claim holds true, then the map in (40) is
surjective. Indeed, since(
Id−Π00,R,ω
)
(DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0) [H0,R,ω[0]]) = ‖H0,R,ω[0]‖2L2
0,R,ω
H0,R,ω[0] 6= 0,
combining with the surjectivity of the map in (41), we may observe that the map in (40) is surjective.
Now we show that the map in (41) is surjective. For this purpose, denote by i0,R,ω the inclusion map
C5,α(T)∩
(
K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω ⊕ span {H0,R,ω[0]}
)
⊂ C5,α(T). Then the map Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ω is decomposed as follows:
Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ω = Π
0
0,R,ω ◦ L˜0,R,ω ◦ i0,R,ω. Notice that maps i0,R,ω and Π00,R,ω : C1,α(T) → K⊥g¯0,R,ω0,R,ω are
the Fredholm operators with indices −8 and 8. Moreover, using the elliptic regularity and the Fredholm
alternative, we also observe that L˜0,R,ω : C
5,α(T) → C1,α(T) is the Fredholm operator with index 0.
Hence, Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ω = Π
0
0,R,ω ◦ L˜0,R,ω ◦ i0,R,ω is the Fredholm operator with index 0. Since we already
know that Π00,R,ω ◦ L˜0,R,ω is injective, one may observe that Π00,R,ωL˜0,R,ω is surjective and we conclude
that DϕG0(P,R, ω, 0) is invertible.
From (39), for some εK,2 ∈ (0, εK,1,1], the map DϕGε(P,R, ω, 0) is invertible provided 0 ≤ ε ≤ εK,2.
Thus by the inverse mapping theorem, we may find neighbourhoods U1,ε,P,R,ω ⊂ C5,α(T) and U2,ε,P,R,ω ⊂
C1,α(T) of 0 andGε(P,R, ω, 0) such thatGε(P,R, ω, ·) : U1,ε,P,R,ω → U2,ε,P,R,ω is diffeomorphism. Noting
(39) and a proof of the inverse mapping theorem (for instance, see Lang [20, Theorem 3.1 in Chapter
XVIII]), one may find rK,2 ∈ (0, rK,1,1] so that
BrK,2,C5,α(T)(0) ⊂ U1,ε,P,R,ω, B2rK,2,C1,α(T)(Gε(P,R, ω, 0)) ⊂ U2,ε,P,R,ω
for all (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ [0, εK,2]×M × SO(3)×K. Since ‖Gε(P,R, ω, 0)‖C1,α ≤ CKε2 holds due to Lemma
3.3, shrink εK,2 > 0 if necessary, we have
BrK,2,C1,α(T)(0) ⊂ B2rK,2,C1,α(T)(Gε(P,R, ω, 0)) for all ε ∈ [0, εK,2],
which means that one may find a ϕε(P,R, ω) uniquely in U1,ε,P,R,ω such that Gε(P,R, ω, ϕε(P,R, ω)) = 0.
Moreover, from ‖Gε(P,R, ω, 0)‖C1,α ≤ CKε2 it follows that ‖ϕε(P,R, ω)‖C5,α(T) ≤ CKε2. Thus assertions
j), jj), jjj), jjjj) hold.
The smoothness of ϕε(P,R, ω) in (P,R, ω) follows from the smoothness of Gε(P,R, ω, ϕ), jjjj), the
fact that DϕGε(P,R, ω, ϕε(P,R, ω)) is invertible and the implicit function theorem. So we only need to
prove the estimates for DP,R,ωϕε and D
2
P,R,ωϕε. We differentiate Gε(P,R, ω, ϕε(P,R, ω)) = 0 in (P,R, ω)
to obtain
(42) 0 = (DP,R,ωGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε) + (DϕGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε)[DP,R,ωϕε].
Noting G0(P,R, ω, 0) = 0 for all (P,R, ω) ∈M × SO(3)×K, it follows that
DP,R,ωG0(R,ω, 0) = 0 = D
2
P,R,ωG0(R,ω, 0).
Thus by (39), jjjj), (42) and the facts DϕGε(P,R, ω, ϕε) : C
5,α(T)→ C1,α(T) is invertible and the norm
of its inverse is uniformly bounded with respect to ε, P,R, ω, we have
‖DP,R,ωϕε‖C5,α(T) ≤
∥∥(DϕGε(P,R, ω, ϕε))−1∥∥L(C1,α(T),C5,α(T)) ‖DP,R,ωGε(P,R, ω, ϕε)‖C1,α(T) ≤ CKε2.
We differentiate (42) and get
0 = (D2P,R,ωGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε) + 2(DP,R,ωDϕGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε)[DP,R,ωϕε]
+ (D2ϕGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε)[(DP,R,ωϕε)
2] + (DϕGε)(P,R, ω, ϕε)[D
2
P,R,ωϕε].
Using the fact ‖DP,R,ωϕε‖C5,α(T) ≤ CKε2, in a similar way to above, we also have ‖D2P,R,ωϕε‖C5,α(T) ≤
CKε
2. Thus we complete the proof.
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We can finally encode the variational structure of the problem by means of the following result.
Proposition 3.6. Let K ⊂⊂ D, εK,2 and ϕε(P,R, ω) be as in Proposition 3.5, and for ε ∈ (0, εK,2]
define the function Φε : TK,ε → R by
(43) Φε(P,R, ω) :=Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω [ϕε(P,R, ω)]),
where Σε,P,R,ω[ϕε(P,R, ω)] was defined in (35). Then there exists εK,3 ∈ (0, εK,2] such that if ε ∈ (0, εK,3]
and (Pε, Rε, ωε) ∈M × SO(3)×K is a critical point of Φε, then Σε,Pε,Rε,ωε [ϕε(Pε, Rε, ωε)] satisfies the
area-constrained Willmore equation.
Proof. First of all, a criticality of Φε in P is independent of choices of the scales of M , namely g and gε.
Hence, in this proof, we adapt the rescaled metric gε for the differential in P .
Let P0 ∈M and (U0,Φ0) be a normal coordinate centred at P0 of (M, gε). For P ∈ U0 with z = Φ0(P ),
the position vector for Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ] in (U0,Φ0) is expressed as
Z˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕ](p) = Xε (1; z, Tε(z)(RTω(Zε,P,R,ω [ϕ](p))))
where Tε(z) : R
3 → R3 is a linear transformation with Tε(0) = Id and Xε(t; z, v) a solution of
d2Xαε
dt2
+ Γαε,βγ(Xε)
dX βε
dt
dX γε
dt
= 0,
(
Xε(0; z, v), dXε
dt
(0; z, v)
)
= (z, v) ∈ R6,
and Γαε,βγ stands for the Christoffel symbol of (M, gε) in (U0,Φ0). Noting (28), one may find that
(44)
‖Dk1+1z Tε(z)‖L∞ ≤ Ck1ε2, ‖Γαε,βγ‖Ck2 ≤ Ck2ε2,
Xε(1; z, v) = z + v + R˜ε,1(z, v), ‖Dk1z Dk2v R˜ε,1(z, v)‖L∞ ≤ Ck1,k2ε2
for all k1, k2 ≥ 0. Hence,
Z˜ε,P,R,ω [ϕ](p) = z +RTω (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ](p)) + R˜ε,2 (z,RTω (Zε,P,R,ω[ϕ](p)))
where R˜ε,2(z, v) satisfies the same estimate to R˜ε,1(z, v).
Next, denote by Z˜0,R,ω(p) := RTω(Z0,R,ω[0](p)) and n˜0,R,ω(p) the position vector and the unit outer
normal of RTω in (R
3, g0). We remark that the differential in z corresponds to that in P and
Zm,R,ω(p) = g0
[
Dzm
(
z + Z˜0,R,ω(p)
)
, n˜0,R,ω(p)
]
, Zj,R,ω(p) = g0
[
DR,ω
(
z + Z˜0,R,ω(p)
)
, n˜0,R,ω(p)
]
for 1 ≤ m ≤ 3 and 4 ≤ j ≤ 7. Recalling (37), (38), (44) and Proposition 3.5, we have
n˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε]− n˜0,R,ω = OC4,α(ε2), DzmZ˜ε,P,R,ω [ϕε](p) = em +OC4,α(ε2),
DR,ω
(
Z˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε](p)− Z˜0,R,ω(p)
)
= OC4,α(ε
2)
where n˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε] stands for the outer unit normal of Σε,P,R,ω[ϕε] in (U0,Φ0) and ‖OC4,α(ε2)‖C4,α ≤
CKε
2. Thus putting
ψε,P,R,ω,m(p) := gε,P0
(
Z˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε]
) [
DzmZ˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε], n˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε]
]
,
ψε,P,R,ω,j(p) := gε,P0
(
Z˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε]
) [
DR,ωZ˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε], n˜ε,P,R,ω[ϕε]
]
for 1 ≤ m ≤ 3 and 4 ≤ j ≤ 7, we observe that
‖ψε,P,R,ω,i − Zi,R,ω‖C4,α(T) ≤ CKε2
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for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 7.
Now we differentiate jj) in Proposition 3.5 by (z,R, ω) to get
0 = 〈Hε,P,R,ω[ϕε], ψε,P,R,ω,i〉L2ε,P,R,ω,ϕε .
Next we differentiate Φε(P,R, ω). Using j) and jjjj), one sees that
(45)
Dz,R,ω(Φε(P,R, ω)) = 〈W ′gε (Σε,P,R,ω)[ϕε], ψε,P,R,ω,i〉L2ε,P,R,ω =
7∑
k=1
βk〈Zk,R,ω, ψε,P,R,ω,i〉L2
ε,P,R,ω,ϕε
=
7∑
k=1
βk
(
〈Zk,R,ω , Zi,R,ω〉L2
0,R,ω
+OK(ε
2)
)
=:
7∑
k=1
βkAε,P,R,ω,ik
Since Z1,R,ω, . . . , Z7,R,ω are linearly independent, a matrixA0,R,ω defined by A0,R,ω,ik := 〈Zk,R,ω , Zi,R,ω〉L2
0,R,ω
is invertible. Thus we may find εK,3 ∈ (0, εK,2] such that Aε,P,R,ω is also invertible provided 0 < ε ≤ εK,3.
Let (Pε, Rε, ωε) be a critical point of Φε. Then by (45), one observes that
0 =
7∑
k=1
Aε,Pε,Rε,ωε,ikβk (1 ≤ i ≤ 7).
Since Aε,Pε,Rε,ωε is invertible, we obtain 0 = β1 = · · · = β7. Hence, Proposition 3.6 holds.
Given Proposition 3.6, it is useful to understand the dependence of Φε upon Σ. The next result gives a
useful Taylor expansion of this quantity in terms of ε.
Proposition 3.7. Let K ⊂ D be a compact set. Then there exists a CK > 0 such that
|Φε(P,R, ω)−Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω[0])| ≤ CKε4
holds for every (ε, P,R, ω) ∈ (0, εK,3]×M × SO(3)×K.
Proof. By definition of Φε as in (43) and by the Taylor expansion of the Willmore functional up to second
order in the perturbation ϕε, we get
Φε(P,R, ω)
=Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω[0]) + 〈W ′gε (Σε,P,R,ω[0]), ϕε〉L2ε,P,R,ω,0 +O(‖ϕε(P,R, ω)‖
2
C4,α(T)).
Observe that by Proposition 3.5 we have ‖ϕε(P,R, ω)‖2C4,α(T) ≤ CKε4. Moreover, since Σε,P,R,ω[0] is an
approximate solution in the sense of Lemma 3.3, we have∣∣∣〈W ′gε(Σε,P,R,ω[0]), ϕε〉L2ε,P,R,ω,0 ∣∣∣ ≤ CKε4.
Thus proposition follows by combining the above estimates.
4 Energy expansions
The non-compactness of the Mo¨bius group might create in general difficulties in extremising the function
Φε (which would amount to solving our problem by Proposition 3.6). In this section we will expand the
Willmore energy on exponential maps of symmetric tori (in the notation of the previous section these are
denoted as Σε,P,R,0[0]), and of tori which are degenerating to spheres (Σε,P,R,ω[0] with |ω| close to 1). A
comparison between these two energies, which involves some local curvature quantities, will indeed help
to rule-out a blow-up behaviour.
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4.1 Willmore energy of symmetric tori
Here we calculate the expansion of the Willmore functional at small area symmetric Clifford tori embedded
in (M, g) through the exponential map for each P ∈ M . Before stating the next Proposition, we recall
that T ⊂ R3 stands for the symmetric Clifford torus with the axial vector ez = (0, 0, 1). See the beginning
of Subsection 2.1.
Proposition 4.1. As ε→ 0, the following expansion holds:
(46) sup
(P,R)∈M×SO(3)
∣∣∣Wgε(Σε,P,R,0[0])− 8π2 − 4√2π2 {ScP − RicP (Rez, Rez)} ε2∣∣∣ ≤ C0ε3.
The proof of the above proposition relies on two lemmas below. First of all, we linearise (with respect to
gε) the Willmore energy of T at the Euclidean metric.
Lemma 4.2. Let Σ ⊂ R3 be an embedded smooth closed surface and (gt)αβ := δαβ + thαβ a perturbation
of the Euclidean metric g0. With a slight abuse of notation we will denote by gt both the metric on M
and its restriction to Σ. Denote the mean curvature of (Σ, gt) by H(t) and set
W (t) :=
∫
Σ
H(t)2dσt
where dσt is the volume element of (Σ, gt). Then as t→ 0, the following expansion holds:
W (t) =W (0) + tW˙ (0) +O(t2)
where
(47)
W˙ (0) =
1
2
∫
Σ
[
2
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n
ei, ei
〉
H(0)− 4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)H(0) + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj 〈∇eiei, ej〉H(0)
− 2hnnH2(0) +H2(0)tr
(
h|TpΣ
)]
dσ0(p).
Here {e1, e2} is an orthonormal basis of TpΣ, n the unit outer normal, hni := 〈hn, ei〉, hnn := 〈hn, n〉,
and h|TpΣ is the induced (2, 0)-tensor on Σ.
Before the proof of Lemma 4.2, we introduce some notations. First, we denote by ∇gt the Levi-Civita
connection of (R3, gt). Using the metric gt, for every p ∈ Σ, we choose e1,t(p), e2,t(p) and nt(p) so that
{e1,t(p), e2,t(p)} is an orthonormal basis of TpΣ with respect to the metric gt and nt(p) the outer normal
unit to Σ at p in the metric gt. Moreover, we may assume that e1,t(p), e2,t(p) and nt(p) are smooth in
p and t, e1,0 = e1, e2,0 = e2 and n0 = n. In addition, we denote by Γ
κ
λµ(t) the Christoffel symbols of
(R3, gt).
Proof. Since it is easy to see that W (t) is smooth with respect to t, it is enough to show (47). We divide
our arguments into several steps. First we recall the variation of the volume element (see [6], Proposition
1.186) dσt.
Step 1: There holds
d
dt
dσt
∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
2
tr
(
h
∣∣
TpΣ
)
dσ0(p).
Next we calculate the variation of nt.
Step 2: The following hold:
(n˙0)i := g0(n˙0, ei,0) = −hni =: −h(n0, ei,0), (n˙0)n := g0(n˙0, n0) = −1
2
hnn =: −1
2
h(n0, n0).
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Since {e1,0, e2,0, n0} forms an orthonormal basis of R3, we have
(48) n˙0 = −hn1e1,0 − hn2e2,0 − 1
2
hnnn0.
By definition, there holds
1 = gt(nt, nt) = g0(nt, nt) + th(nt, nt), 0 = gt(nt, ei,t) = g0(nt, ei,t) + th(nt, ei,t).
Differentiating these equalities with respect to t, we obtain
(49) 0 = 2g0(n˙0, n0) + h(n0, n0), 0 = g0(n˙0, ei,0) + g0(n0, e˙i,0) + h(n0, ei,0).
Noting that ei,t ∈ TpΣ and that TpΣ is invariant with respect to t, one obtains e˙i,0 ∈ TpΣ. Recalling that
n0 ⊥ TpΣ with respect to g0, one sees g0(n0, e˙i,0) = 0. Combining this fact with (49), Step 2 holds.
Step 3: One has
H˙(0) = −
2∑
i=1
ei,0(hni) +
2∑
i,j=1
hnjg0(∇g0ei,0ei,0, ej,0)−
1
2
hnnH(0) +
1
2
2∑
i=1
g0
(
∂h
∂n0
ei,0, ei,0
)
.
We fix p ∈ Σ and calculate H˙(0) at p. Let At be the second fundamental form of Σ in (R3, gt), i.e.,
At(X,Y ) := gt(∇gtXnt, Y )
and set Aij := A0(ei,0, ej,0). Recalling that {e1,t, e2,t} is an orthonormal basis of TpΣ, we get
H(t) =
2∑
i=1
At(ei,t, ei,t) =
2∑
i=1
gt(∇gtei,tnt, ei,t) =
2∑
i=1
{
g0(∇gtei,tnt, ei,t) + th(∇gtei,tnt, ei,t)
}
and
(50) H˙(0) =
2∑
i=1
{
d
dt
g0(∇gtei,tnt, ei,t)
∣∣∣
t=0
+ h(∇g0ei,0n0, ei,0)
}
.
Next we compute the second term in (50). Since
∇g0ei,0n0 =
2∑
j=1
Aijej,0,
we have
(51)
2∑
i=1
h(∇g0ei,0n0, ei,0) =
2∑
i,j=1
Aijh(ej,0, ei,0) =
2∑
i,j=1
Aijhij .
Let us turn next to the first term in (50): let (x1, x2, x3) be a global chart of R3 with g0(∂/∂x
α, ∂/∂xβ) =
δαβ. Noting that
∂gαλ,0
∂xµ
= 0 for all α, λ, µ, Γκλµ(t) =
1
2
gκαt
(
∂gαµ,t
∂xλ
− ∂gλµ,t
∂xα
+
∂gαλ,t
∂xµ
)
,
it follows that
(52)
d
dt
Γκλµ(t)
∣∣∣
t=0
=
1
2
dgκαt
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
(
∂gαµ,0
∂xλ
− ∂gλµ,0
∂xα
+
∂gαλ,0
∂xµ
)
+
1
2
gκα0
(
∂hαµ
∂xλ
− ∂hλµ
∂xα
+
∂hαλ
∂xµ
)
=
1
2
δκα
(
∂hαµ
∂xλ
− ∂hλµ
∂xα
+
∂hαλ
∂xµ
)
.
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Thus, writing
ei,t = e
κ
i (t)
∂
∂xκ
, nt = n
κ(t)
∂
∂xκ
,
we get
d
dt
∇gtei,tn0,t
∣∣∣
t=0
=
(
e˙λi
∂nκ
∂xλ
+ eλi
∂n˙κ
∂xλ
+ Γ˙κλµe
λ
i n
µ + Γκλµe˙
λ
i n
µ + Γκλµe
λ
i n˙
µ
)
∂
∂xκ
= ∇g0e˙i,0n0 +∇g0ei,0 n˙0 + Γ˙κλµeλi nµ
∂
∂xκ
and
(53)
d
dt
g0(∇gtei,tnt, ei,t)
∣∣∣
t=0
= g0(∇g0e˙i,0n0, ei,0) + g0(∇g0ei,0 n˙0, ei,0) + Γ˙κλµeλi nµeαi δκα + g0
(
∇g0ei,0n0, e˙i,0
)
.
By (52), we have
Γ˙κλµe
λ
i n
µeαi δκα =
1
2
δκαδ
κβ
(
∂hβµ
∂xλ
− ∂hλµ
∂xβ
+
∂hβλ
∂xµ
)
eλi n
µeαi =
1
2
(
∂hβµ
∂xλ
− ∂hλµ
∂xβ
+
∂hβλ
∂xµ
)
eλi n
µeβi .
Noting that, by a relabelling of the indices
∂hβµ
∂xλ
eλi n
µeβi =
∂hλµ
∂xβ
eλi n
µeβi ,
we obtain
(54)
2∑
i=1
Γ˙κλµe
λ
i n
µeαi δκα =
2∑
i=1
1
2
g0
(
∂h
∂n0
ei,0, ei,0
)
.
We consider now g0(∇g0ei,0 n˙0, ei,0): recalling (48), one has
g0(∇g0ei,0 n˙0, ei,0) =g0
∇g0ei,0

2∑
j=1
(−hnjej,0)− 1
2
hnnn0
 , ei,0

=−
2∑
j=1
[
ei,0
{
g0(hnjej,0, ei,0)
}− g0(hnjej,0,∇g0ei,0ei,0)]
−
[
1
2
g0
(
ei,0(hnn)n0, ei,0
)
+
1
2
hnng0(∇g0ei,0n0, ei,0)
]
.
By g0(ej,0, ei,0) = δji and g0(ei,0, n0) = 0, there holds
g0(∇g0ei,0 n˙0, ei,0) = −
2∑
j=1
ei,0(hnjδij) +
2∑
j=1
hnjg0(ej,0,∇g0ei,0ei,0)−
1
2
hnng0(∇g0ei,0n0, ei,0)
= −ei,0(hni) +
2∑
j=1
hnjg0(ej,0,∇g0ei,0ei,0)−
1
2
hnng0(∇g0ei,0n0, ei,0).
Noting H(0) =
∑2
k=1 g0(∇g0ek,0n0, ek,0), we see
(55)
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0ei,0 n˙0, ei,0) = −
2∑
i=1
ei,0(hni) +
2∑
i,j=1
hnjg0(ej,0,∇g0ei,0ei,0)−
hnn
2
H(0).
Next, we calculate the terms
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0e˙i,0n0, ei,0),
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0ei,0n0, e˙i,0).
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For this purpose, we first compute e˙i,0. Differentiating
1 = gt(ei,t, ei,t) = g0(ei,t, ei,t) + th(ei,t, ei,t), 0 = gt(e1,t, e2,t) = g0(e1,t, e2,t) + th(e1,t, e2,t),
one observes
0 = 2g0(e˙i,0, ei,0) + h(ei,0, ei,0), 0 = g0(e˙1,0, e2,0) + g0(e1,0, e˙2,0) + h(e1,0, e2,0),
which is expressed as
(e˙i,0)i = −1
2
hii, (e˙1,0)2 + (e˙2,0)1 = −h12.
Set e˙1,0 = α11e1,0 + α12e2,0 and e˙2,0 = α21e1,0 + α22e2,0: then we see that αii = −hii/2 and
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0e˙i,0n0, ei,0) =
2∑
i=1
g0
(
∇g0∑2
j=1 αijej,0
n0, ei,0
)
=
2∑
i,j=1
αijg0(∇g0ej,0n0, ei,0) =
2∑
i,j=1
αijAji.
Noting that Aij = Aji, we have
α12A21 + α21A12 = A12(α12 + α21) = −A12h12 = −1
2
h12A12 − 1
2
h21A21.
Hence, it follows that
(56)
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0e˙i,0n0, ei,0) = −
1
2
2∑
i,j=1
Aijhij .
Similarly we have
(57)
2∑
i=1
g0(∇g0ei,0n0, e˙i,0) =
2∑
i,j=1
g0(∇g0ei,0n0, αijej,0) =
2∑
i,j=1
αijAij = −1
2
2∑
i,j=1
Aijhij .
By (50)–(57), we obtain
H˙(0) = −
2∑
i=1
ei,0(hni) +
2∑
i,j=1
hnjg0(∇g0ei,0ei,0, ej,0)−
1
2
hnnH(0) +
1
2
2∑
i=1
g0
(
∂h
∂n0
ei,0, ei,0
)
and Step 3 is completed.
Step 4: Conclusion
Finally, we calculate W˙ (0). Since there holds
W˙ (0) = 2
∫
Σ
H(0)H˙(0)dσ0 +
∫
Σ
H2(0)dσ˙0,
steps 1 and 3 yield
W˙ (0) =
1
2
∫
Σ
[
− 4
2∑
i=1
ei,0(hni)H(0) + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇g0ei,0 , ej,0〉H(0)− 2hnnH2(0)
+ 2
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n0
ei,0, ei,0
〉
H(0) +H2(0)tr
(
h
∣∣
TpΣ
)]
dσ0.
Thus we completed the proof.
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Now we illustrate how we apply Lemma 4.2 to prove Proposition 4.1. Set t := ε2. Recalling (26) and the
definition of gε, we obtain
(58) (gt)αβ(x) = δαβ +
t
3
Rαµνβx
µxν + R˜(t, x),
∣∣∣∣( ∂∂x
)α
R˜(t, x)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|α|t3/2
for each |x| ≤ t−1/2ρ0, α ∈ Z3+ and all sufficiently small t > 0.
Next, we set Σ = RT and
(59) hαβ(x) :=
1
3
Rαµνβx
µxν , (g˜t)αβ(x) := δαβ + thαβ(x).
We also define
W˜ (t) :=
∫
RT
H˜2(t)dσ, W (t) :=Wgt(expP (RT)),
where H˜(t) denotes the mean curvature of RT in (R3, g˜t). Then from (58) it follows that
‖gt − g˜t‖Ck(B3(0)) ≤ Ckt
3/2
for all k ∈ N. Hence, we may find C0 > 0, which is independent of R ∈ SO(3), so that
|W (t)− W˜ (t)| ≤ C0t3/2.
Noting that t = ε2, to prove Proposition 4.1, it suffices to show
˙˜W (0) = −4
√
2π2 {ScP − RicP (Rez, Rez)} .
Furthermore, using the orthonormal basis {Rex, Rey, Rez} of R3, we can reduce ourselves to the case
Σ = T (namely R = Id) and it suffices to prove
(60) ˙˜W (0) = −4
√
2π2 {ScP − RicP (ez, ez)} = −4
√
2π2 {R11 +R22} .
Now we will apply Lemma 4.2 to obtain (60). We use the map X defined in (5) for parametrizing T, and
as e1, e2 and n we choose
e1 := Xϕ = (− sinϕ cos θ, − sinϕ sin θ, cosϕ) ,
e2 := Xθ/|Xθ| = (− sin θ, cos θ, 0) ,
n := (cosϕ cos θ, cosϕ sin θ, sinϕ) .
Lemma 4.3. The following hold:
(I) The volume element dσ and the mean curvature of T with respect to the Euclidean metric are
dσ =
(√
2 + cosϕ
)
dϕdθ and H =
√
2 + 2 cosϕ√
2 + cosϕ
.
(II) 〈∇e1e1, e1〉 = 〈∇e2e2, e2〉 = 〈∇e1e1, e2〉 = 0 and 〈∇e2e2, e1〉 = sinϕ/(
√
2 + cosϕ).
(III) For the Ricci tensor RicP , one has∫ 2π
0
RicP (X,n)dθ = π
[
ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R33
{
2 sin2 ϕ− (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ
}]
,∫ 2π
0
RicP (n, n)dθ = π
[
ScP cos
2 ϕ+R33(2− 3 cos2 ϕ)
]
,∫ 2π
0
RicP (X, e1)dθ = π
[
−ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) sinϕ+R33
{√
2 sinϕ+ 3 cosϕ sinϕ
}]
,∫ 2π
0
RicP (n, e1)dθ = π [−ScP cosϕ sinϕ+ 3R33 cosϕ sinϕ] .
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Here we remark that X,n, e1 are expressed in normal coordinates around P ∈M :
X = Xα
(
∂
∂xα
)
P
, n = nα
(
∂
∂xα
)
P
, e1 = e
α
1
(
∂
∂xα
)
P
∈ TPM, g(P )
((
∂
∂xα
)
P
,
(
∂
∂xβ
)
P
)
= δαβ .
(IV) There holds∫ 2π
0
1√
2 + cosϕ
dϕ = 2π,
∫ 2π
0
cosϕ√
2 + cosϕ
dϕ = 2π − 2
√
2π,
∫ 2π
0
cos2 ϕ√
2 + cosϕ
dϕ = 4π − 2
√
2π.
Proof. Assertions (I) and (II) are basic computations. For (III), note that
(61) RicP (X,n) = RαβX
αnβ, ScP = R11 +R22 +R33.
Since
0 =
∫ 2π
0
cos θdθ =
∫ 2π
0
sin θdθ =
∫ 2π
0
sin θ cos θdθ, π =
∫ 2π
0
cos2 θdθ =
∫ 2π
0
sin2 θdθ,
it follows from the definitions of X ,n and (61) that∫ 2π
0
RicP (X,n)dθ = R11π(
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R22π(
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+ 2πR33 sin
2 ϕ
= π
[
ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R33
{
2 sin2 ϕ− (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ
}]
.
We can show in a similar way for other quantities, so we omit the details.
Finally, for (IV), using the change of variables
t = tan
(ϕ
2
)
, cosϕ =
1− t2
1 + t2
, dϕ =
2
1 + t2
dt for ϕ ∈ (0, π)
and
cosϕ = (
√
2 + cosϕ)−
√
2, cos2 ϕ = (cosϕ+
√
2)(cosϕ−
√
2) + 2,
we easily get (IV). Thus we complete the proof.
We will now prove Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By the above arguments, it is enough to prove (60). First we express h in (59)
in terms of ScP and RicP . Substituting gαβ = δαβ and (27) into (59), we get
(62) hαβ(x) =
ScP
6
(|x|2δαβ − xαxβ)− 1
3
δαβRicP (x, x)− 1
3
|x|2Rαβ + 1
3
(xαRβµx
µ + xβRαµx
µ).
For the normal derivative of h, it follows from (62) that
(63)
∂hαβ
∂n
(x) =
d
dt
hαβ(x+ tn)|t=0
=
ScP
6
(2〈x, n〉δαβ − xαnβ − nαxβ)− 2
3
δαβRicP (x, n) − 2
3
〈x, n〉Rαβ
+
1
3
(xαRβµn
µ + nαRβµx
µ + xβRαµn
µ + nβRαµx
µ).
In what follows, we compute each term in (47) using Lemma 4.3, (62) and (63).
Step 1: 2
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n
ei, ei
〉
H .
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Since it follows from (63) that
trR3
(
∂h
∂n
(X)
)
=
ScP
6
{6〈X,n〉 − 2〈X,n〉} − 2RicP (X,n)− 2
3
〈X,n〉ScP + 4
3
RicP (X,n)
= −2
3
RicP (X,n),〈
∂h
∂n
n, n
〉
=
ScP
6
{2〈X,n〉 − 2〈X,n〉} − 2
3
RicP (X,n)− 2
3
〈X,n〉RicP (n, n)
+
2
3
{〈X,n〉RicP (n, n) + RicP (X,n)} = 0,
we obtain
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n
(X)ei, ei
〉
= −2
3
RicP (X,n).
Therefore, by Lemma 4.3, we have∫
T
2
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n
(X)ei, ei
〉
Hdσ0
=− 4
3
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
RicP (X,n)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)dθdϕ
=− 4π
3
∫ 2π
0
[
ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R33
{
2 sin2 ϕ− (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ
}]
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)dϕ.
Since ∫ 2π
0
(
√
2 + cosϕ)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ) cosϕdϕ =
∫ 2π
0
(2 + 3
√
2 cosϕ+ 2 cos2 ϕ) cosϕdϕ = 3
√
2π,∫ 2π
0
2 sin2 ϕ(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)dϕ =
∫ 2π
0
2
√
2 sin2 ϕ+ 4 sin2 ϕ cosϕdϕ = 2
√
2π,
we get
(64)
∫
T
2
2∑
i=1
〈
∂h
∂n
(X)ei, ei
〉
Hdσ0 = −4π
3
{
3
√
2πScP +R33(2
√
2π − 3
√
2π)
}
= −4
√
2π2ScP +
4
√
2
3
π2R33.
Step 2: −4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)H + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉H .
For a smooth function f ∈ C∞(Σ), we have
e1(f) =
∂f
∂ϕ
, e2(f) =
1√
2 + cosϕ
∂f
∂θ
.
Thus integrating by parts, there holds∫
T
e1(hn1)H(0)dσ0 =
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫ 2π
0
∂hn1
∂ϕ
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)dϕ =
∫ 2π
0
dθ
∫ 2π
0
hn12 sinϕdϕ.
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On the other hand, we see that∫
T
e2(hn2)H(0)dσ0 =
∫ 2π
0
dϕ
∫ 2π
0
1√
2 + cosϕ
∂hn2
∂θ
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)dθ = 0.
Therefore, one has ∫
T
−4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)Hdσ0 = −8
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
hn1 sinϕdϕdθ.
Also, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉H = hn1〈∇e2e2, e1〉H =
sinϕ√
2 + cosϕ
hn1H.
Then we have ∫
T
4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉Hdσ0 =
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
4hn1 sinϕ
√
2 + 2 cosϕ√
2 + cosϕ
dϕdθ
and
(65)
∫
T
−4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)H + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉Hdσ0 =4
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
hn1
(
−2 +
√
2 + 2 cosϕ√
2 + cosϕ
)
sinϕdθdϕ
=− 4
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
hn1
√
2√
2 + cosϕ
sinϕdθdϕ.
Next, noting that
hn1 =− ScP
6
〈X,n〉〈X, e1〉 − 1
3
|X |2RicP (n, e1) + 1
3
{〈X,n〉RicP (X, e1) + 〈X, e1〉RicP (X,n)}
=
ScP
6
√
2 sinϕ(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)− 1
3
(3 + 2
√
2 cosϕ)RicP (n, e1)
+
1
3
{
(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)RicP (X, e1)−
√
2 sinϕRicP (X,n)
}
,
one gets∫ 2π
0
hn1dθ =
√
2
3
πScP sinϕ(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)− 1
3
(3 + 2
√
2 cosϕ)π(−ScP + 3R33) cosϕ sinϕ
+
1
3
(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)π
[
−ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) sinϕ+R33
{
3 sinϕ cosϕ+
√
2 sinϕ
}]
−
√
2
3
π sinϕ
[
ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R33
{
2 sin2 ϕ− (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ
}]
= − R33
3
π sinϕ(2 cosϕ+
√
2).
Substituting this equation into (65), we obtain∫
T
−4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)H + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉Hdσ0 =
4π
3
R33
∫ 2π
0
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)
√
2√
2 + cosϕ
sin2 ϕdϕ
=
4π
3
R33
∫ 2π
0
√
2
(
2−
√
2√
2 + cosϕ
)
sin2 ϕdϕ
=
8
√
2π2
3
R33 − 8π
3
R33
∫ 2π
0
1− cos2 ϕ√
2 + cosϕ
dϕ.
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Finally by Lemma 4.3 we obtain
(66)
∫
T
−4
2∑
i=1
ei(hni)H + 4
2∑
i,j=1
hnj〈∇eiei, ej〉Hdσ0 =
8
√
2
3
π2R33 − 8π
3
R33(2
√
2π − 2π)
=
8
3
π2R33
(
2−
√
2
)
.
Step 3: −2hnnH2 +H2tr(h|TXT).
By (62), one observes
(67) − 2hnn = −ScP
3
{|X |2 − 〈X,n〉2}+ 2
3
RicP (X,X) +
2
3
|X |2Ric(n, n)− 4
3
〈X,n〉RicP (X,n).
Since {e1, e2} forms an orthonormal basis of TXT and
〈h(X)ei, ei〉 = ScP
6
{|X |2−〈X, ei〉2}− 1
3
RicP (X,X)− 1
3
|X |2RicP (ei, ei) + 2
3
〈X, ei〉RicP (X, ei) i = 1, 2,
it follows from 〈X, e2〉 = 0 that
tr
(
h|TXT
)
=
ScP
6
(
2|X |2 − 〈X, e1〉2
)− 2
3
RicP (X,X)− |X |
2
3
{RicP (e1, e1) + RicP (e2, ε2)} + 2
3
〈X, e1〉RicP (X, e1).
Since ScP = RicP (e1, e1) + RicP (e2, e2) + RicP (n, n), we have
(68) tr
(
h(X)|TXT
)
= −ScP
6
〈X, e1〉2 − 2
3
RicP (X,X) +
1
3
|X |2RicP (n, n) + 2
3
〈X, e1〉RicP (X, e1).
Combining (67) and (68) with 〈X, e2〉 = 0 and |X |2 − 〈X,n〉2 = 〈X, e1〉2, we get
− 2hnn + tr
(
h(X)|TXT
)
= −ScP
2
〈X, e1〉2 + |X |2RicP (n, n) + 2
3
〈X, e1〉RicP (X, e1)− 4
3
〈X,n〉RicP (X,n)
= −ScP sin2 ϕ+ (3 + 2
√
2 cosϕ)RicP (n, n)− 2
√
2
3
sinϕRicP (X, e1)− 4
3
(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)RicP (X,n).
Hence, from Lemma 4.3, there holds∫ 2π
0
−2hnn + tr (h(X)|TXT) dθ
=− 2πScP sin2 ϕ+ (3 + 2
√
2 cosϕ)π
[
ScP cos
2 ϕ+R33(2− 3 cos2 ϕ)
]
− 2
√
2
3
π sinϕ
[
−ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) sinϕ+R33
{√
2 sinϕ+ 3 cosϕ sinϕ
}]
− 4
3
π(
√
2 cosϕ+ 1)
[
ScP (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ+R33
{
2 sin2 ϕ− (
√
2 + cosϕ) cosϕ
}]
=− π
3
ScP (cosϕ+
√
2)2 +
π
3
R33
{
(cosϕ+
√
2)(−3 cosϕ+ 5
√
2)− 4
}
.
From this equality it follows that∫
T
{−2hnn + tr (h|TXT)}H2dσ0
=
∫ 2π
0
[
−π
3
ScP (cosϕ+
√
2)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2
]
dϕ
+
∫ 2π
0
π
3
R33
[{
(−3 cosϕ+ 5
√
2)− 4
cosϕ+
√
2
}
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2
]
dϕ.
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Since
(cosϕ+
√
2)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2 = 4 cos3 ϕ+ 8
√
2 cos2 ϕ+ 10 cosϕ+ 2
√
2,
(−3 cosϕ+ 5
√
2)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2 = −12 cos3 ϕ+ 8
√
2 cos2 ϕ+ 34 cosϕ+ 10
√
2,
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2 = 4 cosϕ(cosϕ+
√
2) + 2,
we obtain ∫ 2π
0
[
−π
3
ScP (cosϕ+
√
2)(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2
]
dϕ =− π
3
ScP (8
√
2π + 4
√
2π);∫ 2π
0
π
3
R33
[{
(−3 cosϕ+ 5
√
2)− 4
cosϕ+
√
2
}
(
√
2 + 2 cosϕ)2
]
dϕ =
π
3
R33(8
√
2π + 20
√
2π − 16π).
Thus we have
(69)
∫
T
{−2hnn + tr (h|TXT)}H2dσ0 = −4√2π2ScP + π23 (28√2− 16)R33.
Step 4: Conclusion
By (64), (66) and (69), we obtain
˙˜W (0) = −4
√
2π2(ScP −R33) = −4
√
2π2(R11 +R22)
which implies (60). Thus we complete the proof.
Remark 4.4. Concerning the quantity ScP −RicP (n, n), one can express it by the sectional curvature of
the plane of symmetry of the Clifford torus at P ∈ M . In fact, choose an orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3}
of TPM with e3 = n. Denote by Kij the sectional curvature at P ∈ M for the section spanned by ei, ej.
Then from the relations
R11 = K12 +K13, R22 = K12 +K23, R33 = K13 +K23, ScP = R11 +R22 +R33,
it follows that
ScP − RicP (n, n) = 1
2
ScP +K12.
4.2 Asymptotics of the Willmore functional on degenerating tori
The goal of this subsection is to understand the asymptotic behaviour of the Willmore functional for
the degenerating tori, i.e., Σε,P,R,ω when |ω| is close to 1. For this purpose, let Σr ⊂ TPM be a round
sphere of radius r > 0 in the Euclidean metric (δαβ) which passes through the origin: we first compute
the Willmore energy of Σr with respect to the metric g. Recall that in normal coordinates, the metric g
is expressed as gαβ := δαβ + hαβ(x) where h satisfies
(70) |x|−2|h(x)|+ |x|−1|∇h(x)|+ |∇2h(x)| ≤ h0; |x| ≤ ρ
for some ρ, h0 > 0, see also (26). In the above setting, we prove
Lemma 4.5. Let Σr ⊂ Bρ(0)(⊂ TPM) be the round sphere of radius r > 0 with respect to the Euclidean
metric (δαβ) passing through the origin 0. Then
Wg(exp
g
P (Σr)) = 16π −
8π
3
ScP r
2 +O(r3)
where ScP is the scalar curvature of (M, g) at P .
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Proof. Call |Σr|g and A˚r the area and the traceless second fundamental form of Σr in metric g. Then
from (70), one has
(71) |Σr|g = 4πr2 +O(r4) and |A˚r |2 = O(r2).
In fact, the first claim clearly holds by (70). The second claim also follows from (70) and the estimate
(12) in [33] since the traceless second fundamental form of Σr in the Euclidean space is null. Thus we
obtain
(72) U(Σr) :=
∫
Σr
|A˚r|2 dσg = O(r4) < r|Σr |g,
for r small enough. Combining the area estimate in (71), the Conformal Willmore estimate (72) and the
assumptions (70) on h, we are under the assumption of Theorem 5.1 in [21], therefore∣∣∣∣Wg(expgP (Σr))− 16π + 2|Σr|g3 ScP
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cr|Σr |g
for some constant C depending just on h0. Recalling (71), the lemma follows.
Since the degenerating tori converge smoothly locally (outside the origin which is by construction the
point of concentration of the shrinking handles) to a round sphere passing through the origin with radius
4
√
2π2 by Proposition 2.5 (or Lemma 2.4), it is natural to expect the Willmore energy possesses an
expansion accordingly to Lemma 4.5; more precisely we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.6. There exists C0 > 0, which is independent of ε, such that
lim sup
r↑1
sup
P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
∣∣∣∣∣ 1ε2
(
Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω)− 8π2 +
8
√
2
3
π2ε2ScP
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0ε
for all sufficiently small ε > 0.
Proof. First of all, we recall the scaling invariance of the Willmore functional, which in our case implies:
Wg(expP (Σ)) =Wgε(exp
gε
P (ε
−1Σ)). Hence, Lemma 4.5 yields
Wgε(exp
gε
P (RS 4
√
2π2,
4
√
2π2 ω
)) = 16π − 8
√
2
3
π2ScP ε
2 +O(ε3)
for sufficiently small ε and uniformly with respect to P ∈ M , R ∈ SO(3) and ω := ω/|ω| ∈ S1. Here
Sr1,r2ω denotes the sphere centred at r2ω with radius r1 for r1, r2 > 0 in the Euclidean space. Therefore,
to prove the Proposition, it is enough to show that there exists ε0 > 0 such that
(73)
lim sup
r↑1
sup
ε∈(0,ε0],P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
1
ε2
∣∣∣Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω)−Wgε(expgεP (RS 4√2π2, 4√2π2 ω))− 8π2 + 16π∣∣∣ = 0.
We are going to estimate separately the errors in the handle part where the second fundamental form
blows up as |ω| ↑ 1 and in the complementary region, where we have smooth convergence to a round
sphere. To this end, for ρ > 0, set
Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1 := exp
gε
P (RTω\Bρ(0)) , Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,2 := expgεP (RTω ∩Bρ(0)) ,
Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1 := exp
gε
P
(
RS 4√2π2, 4
√
2π2ω\Bρ(0)
)
, Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,2 := exp
gε
P
(
RS 4√2π2, 4
√
2π2ω ∩Bρ(0)
)
.
Notice that ε = 0 corresponds to the Euclidean case, so the surface does not depend on P ∈M .
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We first treat the sphere part, namely Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1. As in the previous subsection, let t = ε
2, gt as in
(58) and
W (t, ω, ρ) :=
∫
Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1
H2gtdσgt .
Thanks to Lemma 2.4, we remark that for fixed ρ > 0, Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1 converges to Σε,P,R,ω,ρ,1 smoothly and
uniformly with respect to (ε, P,R) as ω → ω. Therefore, for a suitable sequence {ρr} satisfying ρr → 0
as r→ 1, we observe that for some t0 > 0
sup
t∈(0,t0),P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
∣∣∣∣1t [{W (t, ω, ρr)−W (0, ω, ρr)} − {W (t, ω, ρr)−W (0, ω, ρr)}]
∣∣∣∣
= sup
t∈(0,t0),P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
∣∣∣∣1t
∫ t
0
{
∂W
∂s
(s, ω, ρr)− ∂W
∂s
(s, ω, ρr)
}
ds
∣∣∣∣→ 0
as r→ 1. This implies that
(74)
sup
ε∈(0,ε0),P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
1
ε2
∣∣∣{Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω,ρr ,1)−Wg0 (Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,1)}
− {Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω,ρr ,1)−Wg0(Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr ,1)}∣∣∣→ 0
as r→ 1.
Now we estimate the difference between Wgε and Wg0 in the handle region. We first remark that
the surface Σε,P,R,ω,ρr,2 is diffeomorphic to RTω ∩ Bρr (0), hence we regard all geometric quantities of
Σε,P,R,ω,ρr,2 as functions on RTω ∩ Bρr (0). By applying [33, Lemma 2.3 with the choice γ = ε2ρ2r] and
recalling (28)-(29), we get∣∣H2gε −H2g0 ∣∣ ≤ C0ε2(ρ2r |Ag0 |2 + 1) on RTω ∩Bρr (0),
where Hg0 is mean curvature of RTω ∩Bρr (0) in metric gε and Hg0 , Ag0 are the mean curvature and the
second fundamental form of RTω ∩Bρr (0) in the Euclidean metric, and C0 > 0 is a constant which does
not depend on ε, P,R, ω. Recalling also the following estimate of the ratio of the area forms dσgε and
dσg0 in metric gε and Euclidean metric (see [33, Lemma 2.2])
(1− 4C0ρ2rε2)dσg0 ≤ dσgε ≤ (1 + 4C0ρ2rε2)dσg0 on RTω ∩Bρr (0),
it follows that
1
ε2
|Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω,ρr ,2)−Wg0 (Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,2)| ≤ C1
∫
RTω∩Bρr (0)
(
ρ2r|Ag0 |2 + 1
)
dσg0
≤ C1ρ2r
∫
RTω
|Ag0 |2dσg0 + C1 |RTω ∩Bρr (0)|g0 .
Noting the conformal invariance of
∫
Σ |Ag0 |2dσg0 in the Euclidean space, ρr → 0 and |Trex∩Bρr (0)|g0 → 0
due to Lemma 2.4, we obtain
(75)
sup
ε∈(0,ε0),P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
1
ε2
|Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω,ρr ,2)−Wg0 (Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,2)|
≤C1ρ2r
∫
T
|Ag0 |2dσg0 + C1 |Trex ∩Bρr (0)|g0 → 0 as r → 1.
In an analogous way, but it is actually easier since the second fundamental form is bounded, one can
check that
(76) sup
ε∈(0,ε0),P∈M,R∈SO(3),ω∈S2
1
ε2
|Wgε (Σε,P,R,ω,ρr,2)−Wg0(Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr ,2)| → 0 as r → 1.
Finally, since the conformal invariance of the Willmore functional in the Euclidean space gives
16π =Wg0(Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr ,1) +Wg0(Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,2), 8π
2 =Wg0 (Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,1) +Wg0(Σ0,P,R,ω,ρr,2),
combining (74), (75) and (76), the claim (73) follows and we complete the proof.
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5 Proof of the main theorems
In this short section, collecting the above results, we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.6 starting from the former.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
First of all, from (31), we notice that
∂TK,ε = {expgεP (RTω) : P ∈M,R ∈ SO(3), ω ∈ ∂K} .
Combining Propositions 3.6 and 3.7, we know that, for every compact subset K ⊂⊂ D to be fixed later,
there exists ε¯K > 0 such that for every ε ∈ (0, ε¯K ] there is a function Φε : TK,ε → R with the following
properties:
(i) If (Pε, Rε, ωε) is a critical point of Φε, then the perturbed torus Σε,Pε,Rε,ωε [ϕε(Pε, Rε, ωε)] is a Willmore
surface with constrained area 4
√
2π2ε2; recall the definition (35) of Σε,P,R,ω[ϕ].
(ii) There exists a constant CK > 0 depending just on K such that, for every (P,R, ω) ∈M ×SO(3)×K,
it holds
|Φε(P,R, ω)−Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω)| ≤ CKε4.
In order to choose the compact subset K ⊂⊂ D suitably, let us recall the expansion of the Willmore
functional on symmetric tori and on degenerate tori (given in Propositions 4.1 and 4.6 respectively).
(iii) For every P ∈M and ε small enough it holds
Wgε(Σε,P,R,0) = 8π
2 − 4
√
2π2{ScP − RicP (Rn,Rn)}ε2 +O(ε3),
where n ∈ TPM denotes the normal axial vector of T.
(iv) There exist ε0 > 0 and C0 > 0 such that
lim sup
r↑1
sup
P∈M,R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
1
ε2
∣∣∣∣∣Wg(Σε,P,R,ω)− 8π2 + 8
√
2
3
π2ε2ScP
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0ε
for all ε ∈ (0, ε0]. If we now assume (as in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1) that
3 sup
P∈M
(
ScP − inf|ν|g=1RicP (ν, ν)
)
> 2 sup
P∈M
ScP ,
(or, respectively 3 infP∈M
(
ScP − sup|ν|g=1RicP (ν, ν)
)
< 2 infP∈M ScP ) then, combining (ii), (iii), (iv)
above there exists r ∈ (0, 1), ε1 > 0 such that, chosen as compact subset K := Br(0) ⊂⊂ D, the
corresponding reduced functional Φε satisfies
inf
TK,ε
Φε < inf
∂TK,ε
Φε
(
or, respectively, sup
TK,ε
Φε > sup
∂TK,ε
Φε
)
,
for every ε ∈ (0, ε1].
It follows that the global minimum of Φε (resp. the global maximum) is achieved at an interior point
of TK,ε, which therefore is a critical point of Φε. By recalling (i) above we conclude that the perturbed
torus Σε,Pε,Rε,ωε [ϕε(Pε, Rε, ωε)] is a Willmore surface with constrained area 4
√
2π2ε2 and finally, by
construction, the graph function ϕε converges to 0 in C
4,α-norm as ε → 0 with decay rate ε2 in the
rescaled metric gε. This concludes the proof. ✷
Remark 5.1 (Proof of Remark 1.2). Notice that if both the conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied then,
by repeating verbatim the proof above, the reduced functional Φε has both global minimum and global
maximum attained at interior points of TK,ε. It follows that exist at least two smooth embedded Willmore
tori in (M, g) with constrained area equal to 4
√
2π2ε2.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.6
The only additional difficulty in proving Theorem 1.6 is that we have to find both a compact subset of
the unit disk D and a compact subset of R3 \ {0} where to perform the finite dimensional reduction. Let
us discuss the latter, the former being analogous to the compact case.
As recalled in the introduction, the Schwarzschild metric gij on R
3 \{0} is conformal to the Euclidean
one, its scalar curvature vanishes identically and it has two asymptotically flat ends (one for r ↓ 0+ and
one for r ↑ +∞). For τ > 0, set
Aτ := {P ∈ R3 : τ ≤ |P |g0 ≤ τ−1}, η := max
R3\{0}
max
|ν|gSch=1
|RicP (ν, ν)| > 0.
Remark that the positivity of η easily follows from either direct computations or observing that Ric ≡ 0
implies that (R3 \ {0}, gSch) is isometric to the Euclidean space. In addition, since (R3 \ {0}, gSch) has
two flat ends, there exists a τ0 > 0 such that η is achieved at interior points P of Aτ provided τ ∈ (0, τ0).
Furthermore, noting that Wg0(RTω) =Wg0(T) = 8π
2 by conformal invariance of Wg0 , for every compact
set K ⊂ D, one can find CK > 0 such that if either |P |g0 ≤ τ or τ−1 ≤ |P |g0 , then
(77)
sup
P∈Acτ ,R∈SO(3),ω∈K
∣∣Wgε(expgεP (RTω))− 8π2∣∣ = sup
P∈Acτ ,R∈SO(3),ω∈K
|Wgε(expgεP (RTω))−Wg0(RTω)|
≤ CKoτ (1)ε2
where oτ (1)→ 0 as τ → 0. As in Proposition 4.6, by Sc ≡ 0 on R3 \ {0}, we may also prove that
lim sup
r→1
sup
P∈R3\{0},R∈SO(3),|ω|=r
∣∣∣∣ 1ε2 (Wgε(Σε,P,R,ω [0])− 8π2)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C0ε.
Hence, we may find rη ∈ (0, 1) and εη > 0 such that if τ ∈ (0, τ0) and ε ∈ (0, εη), then
sup
P∈Aτ ,R∈SO(3),|ω|=rη
∣∣Wgε (expgεP (RTω))− 8π2∣∣ ≤ η4ε2
Setting K := Brη(0), by (77), there exists a τ1,η ∈ (0, τ0) satisfying
sup
P∈∂Aτ1,η ,R∈SO(3),ω∈K
∣∣Wgε(expgεP (RTω))− 8π2∣∣ ≤ η2ε2
for all ε ∈ (0, εη).
Now one can repeat the proof of Theorem 1.1 by replacing the ambient space M with Aτ1,η above,
getting a compact subsetK := Brη (0) ⊂⊂ D and an ε0 > 0 such that the corresponding reduced functional
Φε has an interior critical point. Therefore there exists a perturbed torus Σε,Pε,Rε,ωε [ϕε(Pε, Rε, ωε)] which
is a Willmore surface with constrained area 4
√
2π2ε2 whose graph function ϕε converges to 0 in C
4,α-
norm as ε → 0. We conclude by recalling that the area constrained-Willmore surfaces coincide with
the critical points of the Hawking mass under area constraint and that the rotational invariance of the
Scwarzschild metric implies that all the surfaces obtained by rotating Σε,Pε,Rε,ωε [ϕε(Pε, Rε, ωε)] around
the origin 0 ∈ R3 are critical points as well. ✷
Remark 5.2. The generalization to ALE scalar flat 3-manifods claimed in Remark 1.7 follows on the
same line of the proof above once we replace the annulus Aτ by a large ball Bτ (x0), for some fixed x0 ∈M .
Indeed, assumptions 1)-2) imply that
sup
P∈Bτ (x0)c,R∈SO(3),ω∈K
∣∣Wgε(expgεP (RTω))− 8π2∣∣ ≤ CKoτ (1)ε2
where oτ (1)→ 0 as τ → 0; the rest of the proof can be repeated verbatim.
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